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The Implementation and Evaluation of the

Decision-Oriented Educational Research (DOER)Paradigm

in a Non-Traditional University Academic Program

Lynn A. Wild, Ph.D.

University of Pittsburgh, 1986

This study implemented the Decision-Oriented Educational

Research (DOER)paradigm developed by William Cooley and William

Bickel (1985) and evaluated the effectiveness of this paradigm in a

non-traditional university academic program. The main features of the

DOERparadigmare: a client-centered orientation; a methodologically

eclectic approach; monitoring and tailoring; an emphasis upon

computer-based information systems; use of program documentation; and

use and dissemination of evaluation results.

The study recorded, documented and analyzed all interactions

between the primary client and the researcher. This analysis identi-

fied and assessed recurring themes in the perceptions and observations

of the researcher regarding the implementation and effectiveness of

the DOERparadigm. It also provided depictions of the primary client

and the researcher's specific interactions. Specific changes in or

the development of program policies were recorded and analyzed to

determine what impact, if any, DOERhad upon policy formulation. The

primary client's interview responses were summarized and analyzed to

assess his opinions and perceptions on the effectiveness of DOERin

aiding his policy decisions.

The major findings of this study included: (a) Amethodolog-

ically eclectic approach was needed to address the primary client's



information request: (b) In order to use a methodologically eclectic

approach, the researcher should be well-versed in several research

methods and have an adequate knowledge of all the research methods with

a staff or available consultants able to utilize the required or

desired methodology; (c) Computerized information systems are important

for ease of data collection and analyses required when taking a

methodologically eclectic approach; (d) The primary client's use of the

evaluation results was of a conceptual nature--the evaluation findings

influenced the primary client's thinking.
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I. Introduction

A. Background

Although the beginning of educational program evaluation can

be traced as far back as 2200 B.C., it was the enactment of the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA)in 1965 that marked the

advent of tremendous growth and interest in the field of evaluation.

Prior to 1965, educational program evaluation had been

sporadic. The Ty1erian model, which focused upon the achievement of

educational objectives, and measurement-centered evaluation, were the

only two evaluation alternatives educators had to work with. Because

these two alternatives were found inadequate for the evaluation

requirements mandatedby the ESEA,educators, researchers, andscholars

began to develop other evaluation models and conceptualizations.

Several issues emerged from these models and conceptualizations:

the underlying value structure of objectives was called
into question; goals as well as performance were subject
to judgment; the evaluator was urged to take up the role
of judge; the possibility of organizers other than
objectives were suggested; the need for specific standards
was expressed; the utility of comparative studies was
called into question. (Guba &Lincoln, 1981, p. 11)

Despite dissatisfaction with the Ty1erian approach, models

developed by Metfesse1 and Michael and Hammondwere objectives-

oriented. A second grouping was judgmental models in which the

eva1~ator played a judgmental role. The works of Cronbach, Scriven,

and Stake were representative of this category. Decision-facilitation

models, as exemplified by the works of Provus, Alkin and Stufflebeam, .

1
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focused upon serving decision makers. Scriven, in an effort to

reduce bias in evaluation, proposed a IIgoal-freell model. Eisner's

connoisseurship approach represented the first departure from

rational-scientific models.

A problem that concerned evaluators, regardless of what model

was selected, was the utility of the evaluation. In 1973, Robert

Stake proposed an evaluation model which he referred to as responsive.

The model differed from the preordinate models (which, according to

Stake, emphasized program goals, used objective tests, and research-

type reports) because its organizer was the purposes and information

needs identified by the various audiences or stakeholders of the

program. It was Stake's contention that the usefulness of the

evaluation would increase greatly because the evaluation addressed

the various stakeholders' information needs. Several models have

since built upon and refined Stake's ideas (Hamilton, 1977; Parlett

&Hamilton, 1972; Patton, 1975).

Decision-Oriented Educational Research (DOER),developed by

William Cooley and William Bickel, incorporated manyof the ideas

inherent in the responsive evaluation approach with some important

differences. Like responsive evaluation, DOERwas client-oriented,

however, Cooley and Bickel (1985) contended that, lIattempts to serve

multiple clients (as in responsive evaluation) risked the danger of
.'.":It

flot serving any client wellII (p. 4). Therefore, DOERserved a

usually one individual, as opposed to a multitude of

DOERwas broader than, and not restricted to, summative

DOER's emphasis was on formative, proactive
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evaluation rather than summative evaluation which, according to

Cooley and Bickel (1985), had overly dominated the field of evaluation.

B. Rationale for the Studl

DOERhas been used successfully in the context of basic

educational systems. A non-traditional academic program, which had

been in existence for 13 years, was being subsumed by a college within

a large urban university. Prior to this reorganization, the program

had functioned as a self-contained unit. No evaluation of this

program nor of any of its components has been conducted in several

years. Decision-making regarding program policy was imminent due to

the transfer. DOERis a client-centered paradigm which is intended to

aid in educational decision-making processes. DOERhas not been

implemented in a university nor in a non-traditional program setting.

For these reasons, an evaluation of this paradigm with such a program

was needed.

C. Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study was to implement the Decision-

Oriented Educational Research (DOER)paradigm and evaluate the

effectiveness of this paradigm for evaluation in a non-traditional

university academic program setting.

D. Research Questions

1. Were there problems inherent in implementing the DOER,

~, ..paradigm for a non-traditional university academic program?
.~.

t 2. Howeffective was the DOERparadigm in assisting the

. decision-maker for this program in policy formulation?
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E. Deliminations of the Study

1. The study was conducted on one particular non-traditional

university academic program. This particular program was selected

because it was undergoing a transition, had not been evaluated in

several years, and policy decisions were imminent.

2. The primary client was identified by the researcher.

This individual served as the primary client because he was the

decision-maker for the program.

F. Limitations of the StudX

The limitations of the study were:

1. Non-traditional university academic program's components

selected for evaluation did not allow for full evaluation of the

DOERparadigm. This study was limited to an examination of the

following features of DOER: the primary client-researcher dialogue;

the methodologically eclectic approach; the use of computerized

information systems and the utilization and dissemination of

evaluation results.

2. Data selection and presentation were dependent upon the

informational needs of the primary client.

3. The willingness and ability of the primary client to

respond in an accurate and timely fashion determined the ability of

-the researcher to establish an on-going dialogue.

4. Some decisions regarding the program had to be made prior

to the completion of this study.

r~r 5. Little literature is available on the evaluation of

.1 ~n1versity non-traditional academic programs.
.f'<\

- -- --- -- --- ---
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G. Definition of Terms

1. Concern - any matter of interest or importance to the

client of the evaluation.

2. Decision-Oriented Fducation Research (DOER)- applied

educational research designed to be immediately useful to those who

were responsible for educational systems, either in the role of

policy setting or in administration and management--decision-oriented

inquiry.

3. Effectiveness - ~bility to produce the desired results of

providing useful information to the primary client for decision

making.

4. Evaluation - a systematic, cyclical process aimed at

assisting clients in decision-making for program improvement. The

process took place within and for an education system.

5. Issue - any statement, proposition, or focus that allowed

for the presentation of different points of view, a point of con-

tention.

6. Non-traditional academic ~ram - an educational program

which deviated in some way from the procedures, instructional design

and methodology, student, or program characteristics which were

.viewed as being traditional forms of higher education programs. For

example, a university external education program was a non-traditional

program.

7. Primar~ client - the individual or individuals identified

for a piece of Decision-Oriented Education Research (DOER). This

!cJient was involved in the design, analysis, and dissemination stages

through on-going dialogue with the researcher.
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8. Stakeholders - those individuals whowere involved or

interested in the program--who have a "stake" in the program; for

example, taxpayers, students, program staff, instructors.



II. Review of Literature

A. Introduction

This review of literature examines the major movements and

trends in the development of educational program evaluation. The

review then presents a detailed examination of individual models

used in the field. The final sections of the review of literature

present the history of non-traditional university academic programs.

This section concludes by critiquing evaluations of several non-

traditional university academic programs.

B. The Developmentof Educational Program Evaluation

Although manyauthors began their examination of educational

program ~valuation from the 1930s with Tyler and Smith's evaluation

of the Eight Year Study or from the 1960s with the enactment of the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), evaluation has had a

much longer history.

In 2200 B.C., a Chinese emperor required his officials to

"take civil-service examinations every third year to measure their

proficiency. Although the exact content or methods of testing

~tilized then are not known, he was often credited with the first

~~aluation (DuBois, 1965). It is not knownwhether his evaluation

t, ~sulted in any improvement of the Chinese Civil Service.
~

In presenting a background on the development of education

the author made use of classifications of

7
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several authors, especially Cronbach and Associates (1980) and Madaus,

Scriven and Stufflebeam (1983).

Cronbach and Associates (1980) referred to three distinct

periods of change and growth in evaluation, each of which was rooted

in the ideals of governance of the time. They referred to 1600 to

1900 as a time whenenlightenment philosophy movedto reformist

research. Madaus, Scriven and Stufflebeam (1983) described six

periods in the life of program evaluation. Muchlike Cronbach and

Associates, they viewed the period prior to 1900 as an age of reform.

During this period, evaluations were used in an attempt to

reform educational, medical and social welfare institutions. While

I'

I

their goal was to change and improve, Madaus, Scriven and Stufflebeam

(1983) noted that the evaluations of these social agencies and

functions were informal and impressionistic in nature.

"Joseph Rice's 1897-1898 comparative study of the spelling

performance of 33,000 students in a large city school is recognized

as the first evidence of program evaluation recorded in the United

States" (Madaus, Scriven & Stufflebeam, 1983; Worthen & Sanders, 1973).
~c
Rice's study, which was conducted just prior to 1900, marks a shift
14

towards more formal methods of evaluation. Madaus, Scriven and.
Stufflebeam (1983) referred to the time period of 1900-1930 as The

;;~e ~f Efficiency and Testing. Cronbach and Associates (1980) viewed
~)..

'~e~s work as exemplifying the pioneering enterprise they found. )t

~icative of both the activism and passivity amongAmerican socialw~

,ent1sts between 1900 and 1960. While Rice's evaluation certainlyw~

,~Oenced future evaluation practices, the evaluation's effect was
~1l

;"the opposi te of what he intended.
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Robert Thorndike was an early proponent of measurement tech-

nology, which relied heavily upon standardized tests and surveys,

focused more upon outcomes than goals, and dominated evaluation in

the United States from 1900-1920.

Twentyyears after the measurement movementtook hold,

William Reavis (1938) observed that the measurement movementmade

possible great advances in educational administration.

The classification of pupils, appraisal of pupil progress,
diagnosis of learning disabilities, and promotion of
pupils were among the problems of administration which
could be studied objectively and scientifically as a
result of the measurement movement. (in Merwin, 1969, p.11)

Guba (1969) credited the measurement movement for making

technically feasible the evaluation movement which followed it.

The instrumentation developed by measurement experts
provided the conceptual basis for evaluation . . . the
use of measurement devices resulted in scores and
other indices that were capable of mathematical and
statistical manipulation, which in turn rendered pos-
sible the handling of masses of data and the easy
comparison of individual or classroom scores with
group norms. (p. 31)

Guba, with Lincoln (1981), in reflecting upon measurement

technology 60 years later, also had less laudatory commentsre-

garding measurement focused evaluation:

evaluation and measurement were virtually interchangeable
concepts; both measurement and evaluation were inextricably
tied to the scientific paradigm of inquiry; evaluation and
measurement were focused on individual differences--and, as
far as education was concerned, on a narrow range of
differences relating to subject matter content; evaluation
and measurement had little relationship to school programs
and curricula; evaluation was oriented to standardized
and objective measures that were norm referenced; and,
lastly, evaluation and measurement as conceived fit in
well with the prevailing industrial metaphor that was
gUiding the schools. (pp. 2-3)
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Nineteen-thirty through 1945 was viewed by Madaus, Scriven and

Stufflebeam (1983) as the age of Tyler. Tyler's design and imple-

mentation of an evaluation, called The Eight Year Study, continues to

have influence on evaluation practices today.

Tyler's (1942) general Drocedure for developin9 an evaluation

program included seven major steps:

1. Formulation of objectives

2. Classification of objectives into major types

3. Definition of objectives in behavioral terms

4. Suggestion of situations in which the achievement of
objectives would be shown

5. Selection and tryout of evaluation methods

6. Development and improvementof appraisal methods

7. Interpretation of results

Proponents of Tyler's model liked its commonsense appeal and

systematic logic. Educators felt comfortable with its use of

familiar technologies of behavioral objectives and standardized

testing.

Critics of Tyler's model observed that the determination of

whether goals and objectives had been achieved was unimportant if

the goals and objectives were not worthwhile. Often program

objectives were vague, general or too broad. The information obtained

from objective-based evaluations was often too narrow in ~cope to

provide an accurate basis for judging the worth of a program..
Another influence on educational program evaluation at this

time was the accreditation movement. The accreditation movementwas

,Pioneered by The College Entrance Examination Board in 1901, grew
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stronger in the 1930s, with the establishment of formal accrediting

agencies for schools and colleqes, and still exists as an evaluation

practice today.

The basis for evaluation used in an accreditation study was

usually the guidelines adopted by the accrediting body. Methodology

used in accreditation studies included self-study and self-reporting

by the individual or institution.

The approach was attractive because the evaluation could be

completed quickly with timely results, evaluators were usually experts

in the field being evaluated and, because evaluations were completed

on site, most program factors were taken into account automatically.

Because accreditation studies relied heavily upon internal

evaluators (individuals closely associated with the program under

consideration), problems with accreditation studies included questions

about the method's reliability and objectivity. As Floden (in Madaus,

Scriven & Stufflebeam, 1983) observed:

Socialization into the profession leads them to take
questionable practices for granted. Professional ties
to other membersof the ~rofession mayweaken or
eliminate criticism, and the accreditor may feel that
criticism of the program reflects on him or her as a
memberof the profession. Finally, the accreditor
holds little power to enforce changes. (p. 272)

Other weaknesses of accreditation studies included their
~-

~emphasis on summative results, focus on preestablished goals and lack

research and quantitative social science
t

choiques (Floden, 1983; Guba& lincoln, 1981).

Nineteen-forty-six until 1957 was labeled as The Age of
.

no&ence by Madaus, Scriven and Stufflebeam (1983).
w
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While there was great expansion of education, optimism,
plenty of tax money, and little worry over husbanding
resources, there was no particular interest on the part
of society in holding educators accountable. There was
little call for educators to demonstrate the efficiency
and effectiveness of any developmental efforts. Educators
did talk and write about evaluation, and they did collect
considerable amounts of data . . . However, there is
little evidence that these data were used to judge and
improve the quality of programs or even that they could
have been useful for such a purpose. (p. 10)

The 1960s marked an important redirection for educational

program evaluation. The launching of the Russian satellite Sputnik in

1957 shook America's confidence--particularly in its secondary school

math and science curriculums. The National Defense Education Act,

introduced in 1958, emphasized science and math focused curriculum

development projects. In 1965, the United States Congress began

deliberations on a new bill--the Elementary and Secondary Education

Act (ESEA)--whichif enacted would result in thousands of federal

grants being awarded to schools and universities. The primary goal

of the act was to aid in the upgrading of education of children from

low income families. The federal moneycamewith a condition,

however, accountability to the government. For two of the five titles

within the act, educators had to conduct an evaluation showing what

effects had resulted from their expenditure of federal funds.

a' effective procedures, including provision for appropriate
objective measurements of educational achievement, will be
adopted for evaluating at least annually the effectiveness

~of the programs in meeting the special educational needs
of educationally deprived children. . . the local
educational agency will make an annual report and such
other reports to the State educational agency, in such form

"I and containing such information, as maybe reasonably
,,,;'~hecessaryto enable the State educational agency to perform

its duties under this title, and will keep such records and
fford such access thereto as the State educational agency

,~ find necessary to assure the correctness and verification
,f~such reports. (Public Law89-10, 1965, p. 31)
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Most educators were without the expertise to conduct adequate

evaluations. The lack of knowledgeable personnel coupled with

inadequate guidelines from the United States Office of Education

resulted in evaluation reports which were dismal failures (Guba, 1969;

Guba & Lincoln, 1981; Stufflebeam et al., 1971; Worthen & Sanders, 1973).

The failings of evaluation at that time were recognized by

researchers, educators and scholars. In 1969, Guba summarized these

failings:

1. evaluation was being avoided at all levels

2. muchanxiety afflicted the practitioner and
professional evaluator when they set out to
perform an evaluation--primarily due to the
ambiguities of the evaluation process

3. lethargy, lack of responsiveness, and
immobilization surrounded the schools'
responses to evaluation

4. vague and meaningless guidelines

5. evaluation consultants continued to give misadvice

6. no significant findings were being reported as
a result of evaluations (pp. 30-31)

Crucial weaknesses contributed to the failure of evaluation.

Guba (1969) identified the following issues which needed to be

addressed to make evaluation useful: adequate definition of evaluation;

adequate evaluation theory; knowledge about decision process; clear

i~eria; mechanisms for organtzing, processing, and reporting

~luative information; and trained personnel.

Similar feelings, as those reported byGuba, about the state

-valuation led the Phi Delta KappaCommissionon Evaluation to

"Evaluation is, to choose a metaphor, seized with a

(Stufflebeam et al., 1971, p. 2). The Commission
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went on to list several symptomsof the illness, amongthem:

inadequate evaluation theory; no agreement for specification of the

types of evaluation information which are most needed; lack of

appropriate instruments and designs; lack of good systems for

organizing, processing, and reporting evaluative information; and

lack of sufficient numbers of well-trained evaluation personnel

(Stufflebeam et al., 1971).

The development of program evaluation has gone through

distinctive periods of growth and change. In the late 1800s the

evaluations of the day were guided by a desire to reform social

welfare institutions and programs. The first three decades of the

twentieth century witnessed an emphasis upon systematic evaluation

with the testing/measurement movement. Tyler's influence, which

dominated the field of evaluation from 1930 through 1945, focused an

awareness upon educational objectives and outcomes. Although evalu-

ation was being discussed and written about in the late 1940s through

1950s, educators were not held accountable at that time and the

evaluations produced had little effect on program improvement.

Nineteen sixty through the early 1970s was a period of change

. for programevaluation. Referred to as the Ageof Expansionby Madaus,

Scriven and Stufflebeam (1983) and a time where evaluation was linked

to political leadership by Cronbach and Associates (1980), both

categories are accurate descriptions of the state of affairs at that

,time. The federally sponsored Elementary and Secondary Education Act

(ESEA)forced educators to evaluate their programs in order to be

:~~gible for federal funds. Whenschool di~tricts began to respond

, .~he evaluation requirements of the ESEA,they quickly found that
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the existing tools and strategies employed by their evaluators were

largely inappropriate to the task. Dissatisfaction with and the

consistent negative findings of these evaluation efforts prompted

researchers, educators and scholars to develop conceptualizations and

models for evaluation. Madaus, Scriven and Stufflebeam (1983)

described this period of growth and development, beginning about 1973

and continuing at present, as The Age of Professionalization. The

educational program evaluation models described in the next section

are indicative of evaluation's metamorphosis into a distinct specialty

area within education.

c. Educational Program Evaluation Models

Section C of this review examines the major educational program

evaluation models which emerged during the period following the

passage of the ESEAuntil the present.

Largely as a result of the inadequacy of evaluations conducted

at this time, educators, researchers and scholars began to develop

models and conceptualizations for evaluation. Guba and Lincoln (1981)

noted several issues which emerged in the models and scholarly papers

produced post ESEA. The use of objectives as the focus of evaluation,

nas questioned. At the same tim~ other organizers for evaluation were

~~eing considered. A need for specific standards became clear. The
,

rgence of new concepts provided the evaluator with a new vocabulary

- ~, greater conceptual strength.~.
f .M

Alkin and Fitz-Gibbon (1975) and Rose and Nyre (1977) saw a

~for more application and implementation of the models and

~ptualizations. While the models might be theoretically sound,

they did not necessarily lend themselves to actual use.
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Indeed, despite the proliferation of literature describing evaluation

models and conceptualizations, few casebooks or case studies describing

real-world evaluations in the context of recommendedevaluation models

and paradigms were found.

Table 1 provides an overview of major models which have been

developed post ESEA. The description includes the model's title and

developer, major features, strengths and weaknesses.

Despite dissatisfaction with Tyler's program objectives-

centered modei for ESEA-sponsoredevaluations, Metfessel and Michael

(1967) and Hammond(1973) developed evaluation models with the purpose

of determining if program objectives had been achieved. Another

similarity between the two models was the importance they placed upon

and provisions they made for the direct involvement of local personnel

in the evaluation process.

Robert Stake's (1967) Countenance Model distinguished between

formal and informal evaluation and placed great emphasis upon the

evaluator's professional judgment. Informal evaluation relied upon

casual observation, implicit goals, intuitive norms and subjective

judgment. Stake (1967) believed informal evaluation was of variable
~

~~uality. Formal evaluation was less subjective than informal.
Its methodology included checklists, structured

~sitation by peers, controlled comparisons and standardized testing
!
If students.
[,

About the same time that the Countenance Modelwas being
~
~r.oduced, Michael Scriven presented his classic paper, liThe

,~.Od~lOgyof Evaluation". Scriven (1967) clarified, developed and
ussed ideas and concepts which are still important in educational

- --- -- - -----
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program evaluation today. Scriven contended that evaluation had only

one functional role--the determination of the worth or merit of

something. To that end, Scriven stressed the importance of not only

determining if objectives were achieved but also of judging if the

objectives were worth achieving (had merit). Scriven was first to

distinguish between formative (in process) and summative(at completion)

evaluations; payoff evaluation (which focused on extrinsic criteria or

the effects of the program) and intrinsic evaluation (which focused on

the internal characteristics of an instructional program); and

comparative and noncomparative evaluations.

Five years later, Scriven (1972) proposed a radical technique

for evaluation which he described as goal-free. In direct opposition

to goal-based evaluation, which focused on the achievement of program

goals, Scriven's model examined the outcomes of the program, intended

as well as unintended. To conduct a goal-free evaluation, the

evaluator developed an assessment of actual effects and a profile of

needs against which the importance of these effects could be assessed,

while avoiding any "contaminating" knowledge regarding program goals.

While Alkin (1975) doubted whether many program directors

\,~Quld favor an approach that might result in the evaluator missing
u;..

bat they viewed as the point of a program, Guba and Lincoln (1981)

as revolutionizing thinking about evaluation

~cause it demonstrated that evaluation could occur in the absence of
~.
'formation about objecti ves.

, The Connoisseurship or Art Criticism model developed by Elliot

~er (1976) represented the first departure from the rational-

~n~1fic models that had prevailed. Eisner regarded teaching as an
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activity that required artistry and saw evaluation as analogous to

art criticism. Eisner saw his model as a supplement, rather than an

alternative, to scientific procedures for describing, interpreting and

evaluating educational settings.

Eisner (1972) found limitations with the scientific,

educational research of the day. He believed inadequate attention was

given to distinguishing between findings that were statistically

significant and those that were educationally significant. A second

problem was the tendency to reduce educational problems into forms

that fit research paradigms instead of finding research and evaluation

procedures that fit the problems. Eisner believed too little

attention had been paid to the assessment and description of the

environment which affected student behavior. There was a failure to

,!

recognize the difference between what students would do and what they

could do. Lastly, Eisner found the treatment provided by experimental

research was too brief.

'II,\1"

Guba and Lincoln (1981) credited Eisner's model with being the

first to break clean of the scientific paradigm, as well as having

provided a new perspective about how to makeevaluations. They also

fioted deficits in the model. It failed to provide operational guide-

Jines for the evaluator whowould follow it. It placed too high a

;~r.emiumon the competence of the evaluator and proposed a methodology
~.
'ot subject to the usual cri teri a for methodo1ogi ca1 adequacy.

> The Judicial Evaluation Model (JEM) outlined by Wolf (1979)
~

"~S1comprisedof four stages which contained legalistic characteristics.
~'.
eJEM began with issue generation and selection. Onceissues were

~ntified, arguments were prepared which involved two sides building

--



cases, muchlike a court proceeding. The final stage of the modelwas

for clarification where a public presentation of the data was made.

Recommendationswere then made based on the evidence presented.

Wolf (in Madaus, Scriven & Stufflebeam, 1983) contended that

the JEMprovided an opportunity for broad public participation in

dealing with controversial, ambiguous, and complex sets of issues

while providing a framework that extended beyond what had been

traditionally accomplished.

Pophamand Carlson (1977) noted several serious deficits in

the model when it was used in evaluating a team-teaching program in

Hawaii: disparity in proponent prowess, fallible arbiters, excessive

confidence in the model's potency, difficulties in framing the

proposition in a manner amenable to adversary resolution, biased

decision makers and excessive costs.

21
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of rationale for the five stages, lack of a method to evaluate the

evaluation process, costliness and need to address multiple audiences

(Stufflebeam, Guba, Foley &Tyler in Provus, 1971).

Stufflebeam's Context-Input-Process-Product (CIPP) model

approached evaluation from four different settings within which

decisions occurred and the types of decisions that might be made.

Stufflebeam's (1971) model included four types of evaluation:

(a) content; (b) input; (c) process; and (d) product.

Although the CIPP model was intricate and used complex termi-

nology, it had been used successfully for educational program

evaluations (Findlay, 1971, Stufflebeam, 1966). It was one of the

first full-scale models which focused on the information needs of

decision-makers.

Webster (in Brandt, 1981) showedhowCIPP could be used in

evaluating a middle school humanities program. Webster (1981) noted

that continuous interaction between program personnel and the evaluator

was necessary if the information was to be useful. Webster also
\

observed that while maintaining a close relationship, the evaluator
~

.should retain independence from the program. Webster (1981) concluded
;).

:that evaluation was a continuous and essential part of any program

mplementation. While manyeducators believed evaluation was too
,~

~~~ly, Webster stressed its importance for administrative decision-~.
king.

~.

Guba and lincoln (1981) found both advantages and dis-e

n~ges of the CIPP model, noting on the positive side that it,

and(ed) the list of available organizers for evaluation. . . was
p
oal and systemic in its approach and. . . it was very well

---
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operationalized with guidelines available for almost all applications"

(p. 16). Disadvantages of the model included its

unwarranted assumptions about the rationality of
decision makers . . . the openness of the decision-
making process and . . . the ease with which opera-
tional decision makers can be identified . . . it
failed to deal directly with the question of values
and standards (and) . . . it proved difficult to
operationalize; it was hard to mount and administer,
as well as expensive to maintain. (p. 16)

The Center for the Study of Evaluation (CSE)model, developed

by Marvin C. Alkin at the UCLACenter for the Study of Evaluation, was

influenced by and very similar to the CIPPmodel with the exception

that Process Evaluation in CIPP had been reconceptualized in CSE.

Alkin created two subdivisions--program implementation and program

improvement--from what Stufflebeam referred to as process evaluation.

Alkin (1969) viewed the first four stages of Provus'

Discrepancy Model: definition, installation, process and product,

similar to stages two through five of his CSEModel.

Alkin (1975) like Stufflebeam, stressed the importance of

identifying the decision audiences and framing the relevant decision

questions so that the evaluation could be directed toward the pursuit

of information both relevant and important.

. Alkin believed that decision needs differed significantly
:,t.'c
~epending on the stage of program development. According to Alkin

tI

't975), the client for whomthe evaluation was conducted was the one
I~

select goals and objectives and pass judgment. The evaluator's

le was to provide information to the client. Alkin believed this
H':.J

~roach would increase the likelihood that the evaluation would be
I

cepted and utilized.

- - -- ---
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The decision-facilitation focused evaluation models of Provus

(1971), Stufflebeam (1971, and Alkin (1975) were indicative of an

increasing desire by evaluators that the results of their evaluative

efforts be beneficial to and utilized by decision makers.

Stake's (1973) Responsive Evaluation Modelwas an even more

pronounced attempt to increase the utility of evaluation results. The

responsive evaluation was centered upon the purposes and information

needs identified by the various audiences or stakeholders of the

program. The evaluator assumed the role of interventionist by

stimulating the thoughts of his clients and audiences.

The stakeholder or responsive evaluation approach was utilized

in the evaluation of two large programs in 1977: the Push/Excel

movementand the Cities-in-Schools program. The results in both

evaluations were unexpected and disappointing.

Whenthe Push/Excel movementbegan receiving federal funding

in 1975 it was also required to undergo a federally sponsored evalua-

tion. According to Farrar and House (1983) this evaluation contributed

to the demise of Push/Excel because "despite all evidence that it was

a.movement,it was evaluated as a program"(p. 33).

Fromthe beginning, a discrepancy existed between the program

~he evaluators set out to assess and what they found. ACGordingto
b
"Uba (1975) one of the first steps in the evaluation process should be~
~

sJvalidation of the program's existence.

The focus of this evaluation--one of compliance, was identified

being convert in nature. A focus whose importance

overshadow the more public purposes but which are likely to remain

scruti ny.
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The stakeholder concept was problematic when applied in the

evaluation. Farrar and House (1983) reported that although the

agencies commissioning the evaluation envisioned stakeholders as

active participants in the evaluation, little attention was given to

making the stakeholder evaluation useful to them. Ideas which

diverged from those of the evaluators were rejected.

A second evaluation utilizing the responsive evaluation model

was a three year study of the Cities-in-Schools (CIS) program. In

1980, Stake conducted a meta evaluation of the CIS evaluation and

found the great amount of time stakeholders required resulted in the

stakeholder idea being underutilized. Problems with data collection

anddata flow also plagued the evaluation.

Stake (1983) suggested several reasons why little use was made

of the evaluation findings: trying to be useful to too diverse a

group, inappropriate research design and a weak data base.

Decision-Oriented Educational Research (DOER1

One of the major problems with Responsive Evaluation was its

inability to serve multiple clients or stakeholders well. Decision-

~riented Educational Research (DOER)developed by William Cooley and

",Wflliam Bickel (1985) is similar 1"nmanyways to the responsive
~.

Both approaches are client-oriented, stressing the

mportance of a continued dialogue between the client/s and evaluator,
~'-

.roughout the evaluation. Great emphasis is placed upon improving the
( l

~ of evaluation research in both approaches. The major difference
, i~fJ(

,ween the two approaches is on how many clients should be served in
q~
;, evaluation. Cooley and Bickel (1985) contend that "attempts to
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serve multiple clients risked the danger of not serving any client

we11" (p. 27).

The first step in utilizing DOERinvolves identifying the

primary client. The primary client is usually a single individual as

opposedto several stakeholders. This is not to say that DOERignores

stakeholders, for they might be involved, as respondents in surveys for

example. Early conversations focus on understanding the primary

client's information needs because, as Cooley and Bickel (1985) noted:

the goals of the research were usually maintained in a
dialogue throughout the data collection stages. The
dialogue focused on identifying the information that
needed to be collected, howthis could be arranged,
and where relevant data sources were located. The client/
researcher dialogue had a central role in DOER,guided the
research activities as the steps comprised a continuous
loop of activity. At its best, this dialogue was mutually
educational in that it offered both the client and
researcher a vehicle for sharing and shaping the views
of the other. The client/researcher dialogue was also
important when planning the dissemination of informa-
tion during the final stages. {po 39)

Cooley and Bickel (1985) identified potential problems with

taking a client-oriented approach as well as procedures to combat such

pitfalls. The first category of possible problems were those of an

ethical nature involving being coopted and the biases which the

researcher brings to the evaluation.

Cooley and Bickel (1985) suggested several procedures to

combat unfavorable influence by the client:

(a) follow the methodological tenets of one's discipline;
(b) make available for public scrutiny the procedures
used to gather data, the evidence used to support results
and the results themselves; and (c) do not conduct sum-
mative style evaluation research when the program
developer or implementor was the primary client. (pp. 35-37)

- --
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The second category of difficulties encountered whenutilizing

a client-oriented approach involved the actual operation of DOER. The

first area identified by Cooley and Bickel (1985) concerned the initial

establishment and maintenance of an adequate c1ient/researcherdia10gue.

The second difficulty involved living up to the responsiveness promise

once a dialogue was established. Cooley and Bickel (1985) suggested

that the evaluator could supplement the needed interaction between the

client and the evaluator through observations and study of the organ-

izational/policy context of the primary client. The very nature of the

client approach also helped diminish the access problem: the client

was more likely to devote his time and attention to a discussion

focused on the needs he had identified. Excessive information requests

were another problem discussed by the authors. Established informa-

tion priorities were a necessity in such cases.

Cooley and Bickel (1985) argued that:

research that takes place in educational systems is
inevitably responding to the information needs of specific
clients whether these clients were explicitly identified
or not. Taking an aggressive client orientation in this
context can turn an organizational "given" into procedures
that yield more timely and useful data for the decision-
making and policy processes. (p. 39)

A second important feature of DOERis its emphasis on a

methodologically eclectic approach. Cooley and Bickel (1985) believe

\,

.'

, aimethodologically eclectic approach is important for DOERfor three

'reasons: no single research method is superior in all research

DOERbenefits from using different data sources to examine

e same phenomenon; and primary clients vary in the kinds of infor-

tion they find persuasive.

'f
!
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The methodologically eclectic approach, advocated by Cooley and

Bickel (1985), is similar to the idea of triangulation of data which

Guba and Lincoln (1981) defined as a inquiry technique where multiple

data sources are used for verifying information on the same event from

different participants, producing more confidence in data generated

from different methodologies, and enabling multiple value perspectives

to emerge from the same context or event.

Cooley and Bickel (1985) recognized constraints to taking a

methodologically eclectic approach: the field of educational

evaluation includes a range of disciplinary traditions, often resulting

in researchers being predisposed towards one type of methodology;

resource limitations within the educational system--lack of trained

personnel available and the time frame for research. To combat these

difficulties, Cooley and Bickel (1985) advocate the development of

multidisciplinary programs using a variety of methodological tools for

people entering the field of educational evaluation/research, training

evaluators and policy and decision makers in the research process, the

development of computerized databases which allow the application of a

variety of methodological perspectives and contracting for additional

expertise.

A third important aspect of DOERis something which Cooley and

(1985) refer to as monitoring and tailoring. Cooley and Bickel

advocate moving towards research that emphasizes an on-going

,tOcess of data collection and analysis that enables policy shapers

, 4~ystem managers to monitor critical systems indicators and to use

'information to tailor actions in response to system needs.

MQn~tDrinq and tailoring is a continuous process for system

--
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improvement. This process begins with the development and monitoring

of a variety of performance indicators. The indicators can be

observable variables, such as student attendance, or less easily

measured variables such as socioeconomic status. Cooley and Bickel

(1985) describe indicators in terms of major constructs: the efficacy

of the system as it prepares students for adulthood; the quality of the

present experience; the equality of the system. Whenan indicator

falls into an unacceptable range, the tailoring practice begins.

Tailoring, which involves focused corrective action, requires

an action system that can respond to the indicators. Because

indicators can only tell a researcher where to look for possible

problems, the tailoring process must be diagnostic as well as

action-oriented. One goal in monitoring and tailoring is to enable

decision-makers to determine when they need help and to establish

systems to continue the evaluation process.

The importance of computer-based information systems was

discussed as it relates to the adoption of a methodologically eclectic

approach in DOERbut it is also another feature that affects the

likelihood of whether DOERwill be successful. Computer-based

information systems may impact directly upon the timeliness factor in

i/~OER.Timely responses to vital policy questions are morelikely if

'~eomputer-based information systems are available which contain the

~ata needed to answer the questions. Cooley and Bickel (1985) noted

,~Yeral functions for computerized information systems: record keeping,

,~port generation, record retrieval, data analysis, and monitoring and

Computerized information systems enable the examination

range of data in an integrated fashion, facilitate the

-- --
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examination of trends across sections of data and allow for the

examination of data over time. In order to be effective, the

computerized information system should contain data that are current

and accurate.

Cooley and Bickel (1985) viewed program documentation as

another way of meeting the specific types of information needs of

system managers. Programdocumentationfor DOERhas two primary goals:

developing a detailed description of the design and implementation

processes of an educational innovation as they happened and providing

information about the program to planners and participants as the

innovation was being implemented. Cooley and Bickel (1985) regarded

program documentation as a strategy for helping an education system

becomemore reflective about its own reform processes while improving

innovative processes as they occurred.

Cooley and Bickel (1985) discussed six research functions of

program documentation: program improvement, technical resource,

reference source, sounding board, increasing program cohesiveness, and

improving the district1s knowledge base.

Methodology best suited for documentation are of the type

termed naturalistic inquiry (Lincoln &Guba, 1985) specifically, field

research, case study, formative evaluation, and parttcipant observation.

.Problems related to program documentation, identified by Cooley and

Bickel (1985), are those usually associated with field research or

haturalistic inquiry: balancing participant-observer roles;

~1fferentiating what would have occurred without a documenter present
! :"

\ and what occurred as a result of his presence; ethics; politicalization
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of the research program; relationship between documentation and

summative evaluation; and documenter bias.

A central goal of DOERis to produce information that is

useful to decision makers in the policy and managementprocesses of

educational systems. Cooley and Bickel (1985), recognizing that use

occurred at a variety of levels in the educational system, varying in

degree and types as a result of different contexts and other factors,

adopted a broader definition of use, derived from muchof the current

literature on use of evaluation and research information. Important

to their understanding of use was the distinction between instrumental

use, where evaluation findings are received and observable policy

decisions follow and conceptual use which influences decision-

maker's thinking but mayor may not result in an observable decision

being made. Leviton and Hughes (1981) discussed a third category of

use which they termed persuasive, its purpose was to draw upon

evaluation evidence in attempts to convince others to support or

defend a cause.

Leviton and Hughes (1981) identified five variables related to

the utilization of evaluation results: relevance (which involves
~

" hddressing clients' needs and timeliness of information); communica-
t

~tjon; information processing; credibility; and user involvement and

Kennedy(1984) observed that instrumental use assumes that once

elievaluation findings are available a decision is usually forth-

Itng. The focus of instrumental use is upon decision-making. The

model of use consists of thinking about the evaluation

-- -
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findings. The focus of conceptual use is upon human information

processing.

Just as Cooley and Bickel (1985) broadly define the concept of

use, they also view the process of dissemination less traditionally.

Dissemination is an integral part of the research, which does not

begin with the production of a final report, but takes place through-

out the evaluation. Cooleyand Bickel (1985) believe DOER'sdynamic

approach to dissemination is an important factor influencing use.

While none of the evaluation models developed pre or post ESEA

has been abandoned and most are theoretically sound, many models do not

easily lend themselves to application (Alkin & Fitz-Gibbon, 1975;

Rose & Nyre, 1977). A concern over the utility of evaluation results

is displayed in the models of Provus (1971), Stufflebeam (1971) and

Alkin (1975) which focused upon evaluation strategies to facilitate

decision making. Stake's (1973) responsive evaluation model addressed

the needs of stakeholders (those individuals with a vested interest in

the program) more directly. Cooley and Bickel's (1985) client-

oriented DOERparadigm attempts to increase the utility of the

evaluation results by serving one rather than multiple clients. DOER

has been used extensively and successfully in secondary school settings.
tt

, The utility of DOERin other settings needs to be determined. This
; :t
~tudy implemented and evaluated DOERis a non-traditional university
~~

~~demic program. The next section of this review of literature
'~amines the emergence of non-traditional study and describes and

~ ~

~tiques several evaluations which have been conducted on non-

university academic programs.
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D. The Emergence and Evaluation of.
Non-Traditional AcademicPrograms

Manydefinitions of non-traditional study appeared in the

literature. Bern (1971) referred to a numberof different non-

traditional learning experiences in his discussion of universities

without campuses. Amongthese were correspondence courses, teaching

by television, and independent study bureaus.

The external degree, a degree awarded by means of examination,

epitomized non-traditional study for Doran (1971).

Gould and Cross (1972) defined non-traditional study as:

learning experiences that do not take place under the
auspices and supervision of some formally recognized
higher educational institution; or it may refer to
learning that does take place under such auspices and
supervision but differs significantly from the other
formal educational efforts taking place there. (p. 14)

Houle (1973) saw external degree programs as representative of

non-traditional study:

An external degree is one awarded to an individual on
the basis of some program of preparation (devised either
by himself or by an educational institution) which is
not centered on traditional patterns of residential
collegiate or university study. (pp. 14-15)

.(

71
traditions:
$1

involved customary functions of admission,

While adult degrees in the 1960s conformed to certain

sponsored by a regular degree-granting institution;

instruction and evaluation;
-

,utilized conventional methods of learning, according to Houle (1973),
or

f:(~iscussion of the external degree in the late 1970s did not accept
:~ of these traditional elements as givens.

~ ..
The Commission on Non-Traditional Study (1973) stressed that

h-traditional study was represented by a variety of learning
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experiences and recommended that many kinds of program options and

diverse and flexible arrangements for study should have been made

available to each student.

Beaudoin (1985) equated distance learning--a method of study

by which a student learns independently while physically distant from

the teacher and sponsoring institution--with non-traditional study.

Although non-traditional study received the greatest attention

of the American academic communityin the 1970s, it has existed for

over 100 years.

Bern (1971) credited the Soviet Union as being the first

country to consider non-traditional study as a legitimate alternative

to traditional classes. Through the use of special correspondence

institutions accredited as higher education institutions, diplomas

received from the correspondence study programs were considered

equivalent to those from regular day full-time programs. Over half the

enrollments in Soviet higher education institutions are incorrespon-

dence or evening courses.

A landmark in the history of non-traditional study was the

creation of The OpenUniversity of Britain in 1971. Originally named;~
\ The University of the Air, The OpenUniversity was an idea first

suggested by labor leader Harold Wilson in his pre-1964 election>
i

~ampaign. The OpenUniversity, which had its owncharter, governing

bodies, staff and budget, was a unique attempt to combine the use of

Jectronic media, correspondence courses, personal tutorial supervision,

)'tdential weekends, summersessions and study centers (Read, 1971,
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Beaudoin (1985) traced the beginning of non-traditional study

in the United States to the use of correspondence courses in the 1870s.

The University of Chicago established a home study division in 1892.

Nineteen-fifteen saw the creation of the University Extension

Association, which included a division of correspondence study,

followed in 1926 by the development of the National HomeStudy Council.

During the next 50 years, over 55 million Americans took correspondence

courses. Today, approximately 3 million people study by mail.

Driscoll (1971) observed that the concept of universal access

to higher education was first brought to the attention of the American

public by the report of the President's Commissionon Higher Education

(1947) which held that 49%of the American population had the mental

ability to complete 14 years of schooling in an appropriate curriculum.

An important factor in the decision to continue one's education, he

noted, was the availability of suitable opportunities.

The desire to find newways to assist adults in recognizing

their learning potential intensified with the returning troops after

World War II. As Houle (1973) recalled:

Despite continuing criticism, the effort to rethink the
entire degree pattern to make it conform with adult
requirements did not make substantial headway until the
post--World War II period. Partly in response to the

t,. demandsof returning veterans, universities began to
realize that to meet the urgent needs of their adult
clientele they would have to design wholly new patterns
of degree requirements based upon traditional aims but
uSing newmeans. (p. 10)

During the early 1950s, ColumbiaUniversity announced an

vanced placement plan for adult students. As a result of their

,rformance on examinations, adults were given admission into a degree

Brooklyn College's system, by which faculty evaluators

-- - -- - ---------- ---
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waived students requirements based on an estimation of their experi-

ential learning, received a great deal of attention around this same

time.

Innovative non-traditional programs and services proliferated

and gained acceptance in the 1960s and 70s. Houle (1973) noted that,

while the external degree existed in foreign countries, essentially to

deal with the scarcity of educational opportunity, it was egalitari-

anism--a desire to broaden the base of opportunity for segments of the

population which had been unserved in the past--which motivated the

movementin the United States.

On-campusex~eriences were viewed as a confining grind or

deadly routine by creative people who, according to Harnett (1972),

had been handicapped by traditional education. Military personnel and

young mothers were two additional groups Hartnett believed had not

benefited from traditional education.

In 1971, The Ford Foundation and The Carnegie Corporation

funded a non-traditional program developed by the NewYork State

Education Department. The model granted regents degrees based on the

students' performance on examinations.

n About the same time, NewYork State's Empire College was

Sreated. This college was sponsored by the state university system

~ith the aid of a one million dollar grant. The programs were full-
"~,

;~me, nonresidential with high interdisciplinary content. The
I,
;urriculum was largely of the students' owndesign. Independent study,.
I

Sc1al tutoring sessions, papers and guided experience comprised the
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An institutional variation on the external degree program was

the College Level Examination Program (CLEP)developed by the College

Examination Board. CLEPwas a battery of general examinations for a

variety of disciplines which students would take in order to waive as

much as two years of introductory college work. The College Examin-

ation Board also established the Commissionon Nontraditional Study

in 1971 to prevent mail-order diplomas or second rate degrees.

A study conducted in 1972 by the Educational Testing Service

for the Commissionon Non-traditional Study confirmed the belief of

Doran and others that the requirements of traditional education

hindered or prevented adult students in the pursuit of their education.

While a study conducted at the same time by the Center for

Research and Development in Higher Education for the Commission

revealed that a third of all American colleges and universities were

engaged in unconventional programs, very few of the programs were

I'
I.,

.1

evaluated in any formal way.

Although non-traditional programs are a firmly established

presence in our educational system today, Beaudoin (1985) observed that

innovative educational programs still conjure up images of the diploma

mills advertised on matchbook covers. In order to combat this problem,

l3eaudoin (1985) recommendedthat non-traditional programs "bond" with

~raditional academic enterprises.

of Non-Traditional University AcademicPrograms

The literature on the evaluation of non-traditional higher

ucation programs is limited. A large portion of the literature is

or difficult to obtain because it is in the form of
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unpublished studies and conference papers. The purposes for the

evaluations of the non-traditional programs were as varied as the

programs.

In examining the initiation and implementation of a non-

traditional program, Mark Gelber (1974) noted that The University

Without Walls (UWW)programs had attempted to find ways to evaluate

what learning had taken place. The student's demonstration of skill

or ability or accumulated knowledgewas the source of the evaluation.

At the conclusion of each learning experience, the student was

expected to submit to the UWWoffice two statements; one was a

qualitative and quantitative self-evaluation and the other an evalu-

ation of the instructor's contribution to the learning experience. At

the same time, the instructor submitted a statement about the student's

progress, methodology, and level of competence.

H. Victor Baldi (1976) found that despite the tremendous

diversity in terms of howexternal degree programs were packaged and

presented to the public, it is possible to categorize the programs

along a conventional/unconventional continuum with respect to four key

dimensions: (a) clientele to be served; (b) modeof program delivery;

(c) academic governance, and (d) curriculum. According to Baldi (1976),

~ny examination of the issues related to the quality of external degree

complicated by the diversity of programs included under

label.

Baldi (1976) contended that although there is a tendency to

~Jnk that it was necessary to ask fundamentally different questions in

e~tprocess of evaluating the quality of external degree programs, it

increasingly clear that the same questions posed in the

---
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evaluation of conventional programs are appropriate. In contention

with Baldi, James P. Honan (1981) observed:

Off-campus degree programs introduce variables and
dimensions to the education process that must be
accommodatedby the quality control mechanisms
selected. Manyconcepts of academic quality developed
for on-campus programs cannot be applied effectively to
off-campus situations.

Standards and traditional quality control mechanisms,
such as credit hour specifications, qualifications of
faculty, degree of faculty control and review or
availability of library facilities and other learning
resources have limited applicability or must be re-
defined when applied to external degree programs. (p. 2)

Honan (1981) recommendedan evaluation approach that incorpo-

rated both process and outcomes. Rather than relying solely on

external controls for assuring program quality, Honan (1981) believed

a key element in improving the quality of non-traditional programs was

through the development of internal quality controls.

Kenneth Stetson (1979) examined The University Without Walls

(UWW)non-traditional programs at seven colleges to assess their

strengths, weaknesses, and effectiveness. Stetson identified common

programmatic features (i.e., differences between public and private

UWWinstitutions, academic degree delivery systems, staffing pattern

for selected UWWprograms, length of time required to complete a

baccalaureate degree, comparative academic quality) and examined

student and faculty/staff views of the programs.

l. The essential componentof Stetson's evaluation was a question-

daire which he developed. The questionnaire was divided into four

;S~ttions in order to separate discrete data. The demographic sections

;.~kked the respondent to provide basic information regarding both

~sonal and programmatic background. Each respondent was then asked



to provide basic, factual, programmatic information in the second

section. The third section required the respondent to give opinions

regarding personal experience in UWW.Lastly, each respondent was

asked to give opinions about statements from an "ideal" standpoint,

assuming they could design their own "UWW-type"degree program. This

survey instrument allowed for the collection of broad-based data needed

for the study (Stetson, 1979). The analysis of data from the total of

513 student questionnaires and 190 faculty/staff questionnaires

received enabled Stetson to extensively compare and contrast the seven

colleges' non-traditional programs.

An extensive evaluation was conducted for a baccalaureate

external degree program in health services administration by Anabelle

Kleppick and others (1979). The formative evaluation was based upon

the achievement of objects with instruments identified for data

collection. Student characteristics were established and the per-

formance of the non-traditional students was compared with traditional

students. Kleppick's study found the non-traditional students in the

program were not significantly different on a numberof variables from

the traditional student groups.

Alan Woodley (1981) utilized a multi-variate approach for

@~plaining student success and failure in the OpenUniversity distance

~eaching system of the United Kingdom. The multi-variate model was

,,!baSedon the results of an evaluation study into the suitability of:
'~th1~system for young people between the ages of 18 through 21. The

~Ui-variate model was used to develop tools to identify "high" and

,OW"risk students at the admissions stage. According to Woodley

~l), the strengths of such a model were in the contribution they

40
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made to an understanding of the reasons for the success or failure of

Open University students.

Completion rates for students at the Open Learning Institute

in British Columbia, Canada were examined in relation to the personal

contact these students received from their tutors. Closest examin-

ation was given to the frequency of contacts with tutors and supportive

behaviors tutors extended.

A Quality Assurance Program (QAP)utilizing an open systems

approach was developed at the College of St. Francis (1981) to con-

tinually monitor, evaluate, and, when necessary, modify its traditional

and non-traditional academic higher education programs. The major

purposes of the quality assurance program were: (a) to contribute to

decisions about program installation; (b) to contribute to decisions

about program continuation or expansion, and (c) to contribute to

decisions about program(s) modification.

Although the quality assurance program had beginning and end

periods for each phase, according to the authors (Steinkrauss & Kranz,

1981), the model consisted of a continuous process for serving the

major decisions, both external and internal, which had priority at any

given time. It was assumed that as the continuity of quality

assessment and assurance increased, the quality in educational programs

would increase as well.

Non-traditional academic programs and services began appearing

in significant numbers in American universities and colleges during the

time period referred to by Madaus, Scriven and Stufflebeam (1983) as

. TheAgeof Expansion. It was not long after their appearance that the

and quality of non-traditional programs were questioned. The

41
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evaluations were as varied as the programs they were evaluating: the

most useful of the evaluations were formative in design. Despite the

fact that manyhave been in existence for over 20 years, non-

traditional programs are often viewed with skepticism.

E. Sununar.l

This review of literature examined the development of and major

trends in program evaluation from its earliest recorded beginning to

the present day. The enactment of the Elementary and Secondary Act

(ESEA)in 1965 resulted in a redirection for the field of program

evaluation--from its dependence on a few evaluation strategies and

tools to burgeoning models and conceptualizations. While most of these

models and conceptualizations were theoretically sound, manywere

difficult to implement and the evaluation's results went unutilized.

Researchers such as Provus (1971), Stufflebeam (1971), and

Alkin (1975) developed models designed to facilitate decision-making--

thus increasing their utility. Stake (1973) developed a model he

termed responsive because the evaluator responded directly to the

information needs and concerns of the program's muTtiple stakeholders.

Cooley and Bickel's (1985) Decision-Oriented Educational Research

(DOER)presents a single-client orientation.
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III. Research Design: General Method

A. Nature of the Research

The Decision-Oriented Educational Research (DOER)paradigm

developed by William Cooley and William Bickel (1985) was investigated

in this study. The specific research questions to be answered were:

1. Are there problems inherent in implementing the DOER

paradigm for evaluating a non-traditional university academic program?

2. Howeffective is the DOERparadigm in assisting decision-

makers for this program in policy formulation? (This study was

limited to an examination of the following features of DOER: the

primary client-researcher dialogue, the methodologically eclectic

approach, the use of computerized information systems, and the

utilization and dissemination of evaluation results.) '~j

A case study approach was employed and is appropriate for

this research because of the purpose of the study and the nature of

the research questions. Gubaand Lincoln (1981) identified four

classes of purposes for using case studies:

1. to chronicle...to develop a register of facts or
events in the order. . . in which they happened;

2. to render...to depict or characterize;

3. to teach...to provide with knowledge or instruct;

4. to test...to prove or try. (p. 371)

Vin (1985) believes

the most important condition for differentiating among
research strategies is to identify the type of research

43
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questions being asked. . . . IIwhatliquestion mayeither be
exploratory (in which case any of the strategies could be
used) or about prevalence (in which surveys or the analysis
of archival records would be favored). IIHowliand IIwhyli
questions are likely to favor the use of case studies,
experiments, or histories. (p. 19)

The purposes for using a case study approach, as outlined by

Guba and Lincoln (1981), are included to lesser and greater extents in

this study. Events, in the order in which they occurred, are

documented. Depictions of both researcher and primary client are

presented. Knowledge about the implementation and utility of DOER

is provided and the DOERparadigm is tested in a university non-

traditional academic program setting. In this research, questions of

how and what, as identified by Vin (1985), are asked: What problems,

if any, are inherent in implementing DOERin a non-traditional

university academic program setting and howeffective is DOERin

aiding decision-makers in policy formulation?

It is hoped that the results of this study will benefit

future evaluations utilizing the DOERparadigm. To that end, this

study must communicate to the reader in a manner that best facilitates

an understanding. Stake (1978) found case studies to be lithe

preferred method of research because they may be epistemologically

in harmonywith the reader's experience and thus to that person a

natural basis for generalization" (p. 5).

Guba and Lincoln (1981) identified and discussed several

advantages of the case study approach. Case studies:

1. enable persons in other settings interested in the
possible worth of the entity being evaluated in their
contexts to make a rapid determination about fittingness;

2. provide an experiential perspective;
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3. are holistic and lifelike;

4. simplify the range of data that one is asked to
consider;

5. focus the reader's attention and illuminate meanings;

6. are a reporting vehicle appropriate to the understanding
and language of audiences. (pp. 375-376)

In addition to the advantages of using the case study approach

described by Gubaand Lincoln, Cooley and Bickel (1985) favored the

use of case studies in presenting their research experiences using

DOERin the Pittsburgh public schools. As Cooley and Bickel (1985)

explained:

By providing a rich description of the events and the
context of a particular research activity, we hope to
accomplish two objectives. First, we intend to give a
sense of the evidence that has been used to formulate
our conclusions about DOER. Second, it should also
provide readers with enough of an understanding of the
case so they can draw their own conclusions, ones that
might well be at odds with those of the authors. (p. 20)

The remainder of this chapter consists of a description of

the research participants, methods of gathering data, research setting,

specific procedures used in researching the study.s objectives and

analysis of data.

B. The Partici~ants

The chief participant in this study was the primary client.

The primary client for this study was the Deanof the college sub-

suming the non-traditional university academic program being

~valuated by DOER. The Dean was selected as the primary client for

the study because he is the major decision maker for the non-

traditional university academic program used in this study.

Based on the primary client.s information needs, several

- -----
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research populations and samples were used in this study.

1. A sample of 260 students was taken from the total

population of 1800 students from the non-traditional university

academic program. A systematic sample was taken by selecting every

seventh student from an alphabetical listing of the total population

of 1800 students. The size of the sample was determined through a

discussion between the primary client and researcher. A systematic

sample of students was chosen in order that a representative sample

existed in defining selected characteristics of the non-traditional

university academic program's student population.

2. A sample of 350 students was taken from the total non-

traditional university academic program's population of 1800 students.

A random sample was taken by selecting students at random from an

alphabetical listing of the total population of 1800 students. The

size of the sample was determined through a discussion between the

primary client and researcher. A randomsample of students was

chosen in order that a representative sample existed for expressing

the students' thoughts and opinions on the non-traditional university

academic program.

3. The total population of 107 faculty membersteaching

through the non-traditional university academic program was chosen

in order that faculty's thoughts and opinions on the non-traditional

university academic program were accurately represented. The

decision to use the entire faculty population was made jointly

through a discussion between the primary client and researcher.

4. The total population of 21 chairpeople of programs with

than one faculty memberwho had developed and/or taught through

-
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the non-traditional university academic program was chosen in order

that chairpeople's thoughts and opinions on the non-traditional

university academic program be accurately represented. The decision

to use the entire faculty population was made jointly through a

discussion between the primary client and researcher.

5. A sample of five former administrators of the non-

traditional university academic program, identified by the primary

client, were chosen to provide information about and background on

the non-traditional university academic program.

6. The Dean of a large college, within the urban university

involved in this study, was chosen to provide information about the

college's policies regarding the non-traditional university academic

program.

I

r
..

A guarantee of confidentiality and anonymity was extended to

all participants in the study. Participation in the study was

voluntary.

c. Methods of Gathering Data

Evidence for the relevance of such a study was gathered from

the literature on program evaluation and evaluation of university

non-traditional university academic programs. Additional data were

obtained through dialogue, discussions, questionnaires, and interviews

with the research participants and program documents.

D. Research Setting

This study was conducted within the context of a non-

traditional university academic program. The non-traditional

'university academic program under study was transferred from the

Office to the large college from which 95%of the program's
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courses were developed. No evaluation of the non-traditional

university academic program nor of any of its components had been

conducted in several years. Decision-making regarding program policy

was imminent. The Dean of the college is the chief decision maker

for the college and, consequently, for the non-traditional university

academic program.

E. Research Procedures

I

The following research procedures were used to determine how

effective the DOERparadigm was in assisting decision makers in

policy formulation.

1. An on-going written log was kept by the researcher for

the following purposes:

a. to document the dialogue between the primary client

and the researcher;

b. to record the researcher's perceptions and observations

on the stages, procedures, and progress of DOERin

evaluating the non-traditional university academic

program;

c. to document events in the order in which they occurred;

d. to provide depictions of the primary client and

researcher.

2. Specific changes in or development of program policy

were recorded.

3. During the final stages of the implementation of DOER,

the researcher informally interviewed the primary client regarding the

utilization and dissemination of the evaluation results.

4. Uponcompletion of the implementationof DOER,the
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researcher conducted a formal, structured interview, based on

questions she had prepared, regarding the utilization and dissemina-

tion of the evaluation results.

5. Data collected and analyzed in each research activity

were consulted.

I

I~

F. Anallsis of the Data

Analysis of the data was used to determine the ease and

effectiveness of implementingDOERin the evaluation of a non-

traditional university academic program and the effectiveness and

utility of DOERin aiding the decision maker in his policy formulation.

The researcher's log entries were summarizedand analyzed

to document the nature and content of the on-going dialogue between

the primary client and researcher, to identify and assess recurring

themes in the perceptions and observations of the researcher regarding

the implementation and utility of the DOERparadigm, to provide

depictions of the primary client and the researcher, and to document

events in the order in which they occurred.

Specific changes in or the development of program policies

were recorded and analyzed to determine what impact, if any, DOER

had upon policy formulation. The primary client's interview

responses were summarized and analyzed to assess his opinions and

perceptions on the utility and effectiveness of DOERin aiding his

policy decisions.

Data collected and analyzed in each research activity were

used to assess the ease and effectiveness of implementingDOERfor

the evaluation of a non-traditional university academic program.

The findings generated from the data provided the basis for
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illustrations and conclusions regarding DOER's use in evaluating

similar non-traditional university academic programs.



IV. Using the DOERParadigm: The Events

A. Introduction

This chapter is divided into two major sections. Section B

describes the implementation of Decision-Oriented Educational Research

(DOER). Within this first section is a brief background on the

!I
t,

context in which the research originated, a discussion on the

methodologically eclectic approach to formative evaluation and the

documentation of the dialogue between the primary client and researcher

and the events in the order in which they occurred. Dates of the

events are included to provide the reader with a sense of the critical

importance of timeliness in using DOER. Section C presents a dis-

cussion on the effectiveness of DOERin aiding decision makers. An

interview with the primary client is included in this section.

B. The Implementation of

Decision-Oriented Educational Research (DOER)

The Research Context

I:

The DOERparadigm was implemented to determine the ease and

effectiveness of using such a model for evaluating non-traditional

university academic programs. The non-traditional university academic

program under study was transferred from the Provost's Office to the

large college from which 95%of the program's courses were developed.

~thodologically Eclectic Approach to Formative Evaluation

An important feature of DOERand of this evaluation is its

methodologically eclectic approach. Unlike other evaluation models
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(Alkin, 1975; Hammond,1973; Metfessel & Michael, 1967; Provus, 1971;

Stake, 1967; Stufflebeam, 1971; Tyler, 1942) the methodologies do not

drive DOER. Cooley and Bickel (1985) defined eclecticism for the

educational researcher as, "being willing and able to draw upon a wide

range of methodologies while trying to produce information useful to

policy shapers and managers" (p. 41).

Whendeciding what research method(s) should be used in an

evaluation, Cooley and Bickel (1985) stressed that the nature of the

primary client's questions is the most important factor for consider-

ation. This formative evaluation concentrated on the operational

procedures of the non-traditional university academic program rather

than attempting to explore all of the means employed to arrive at the

goals and objectives of the program.

The initial step in implementingthe DOERparadigm is the

identification of the primary client. The first phase of this

occurred when the researcher contacted the Deanof the college which

had subsumed the non-traditional university academic program and told

him about the plans for the study and asked him if he would participate.

On November18, the researcher, and the administrators for the college,

subsuming the non-traditional university academic program being

evaluated by DOER,met to identify issues and concerns and to begin

the process of generating questions for the focus of the evaluation.

The plan for evaluation was formative. The administrators made clear

in this meeting that the purpose of the evaluation was not to

determine whether to continue or discontinue the non-traditional

university academic program, rather, the purpose of the evaluation was

': for program improvement through an examination of the program's goals

.
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and operations. The administrators were in the process of planning

their ownevaluation and had begun to collect information on the

non-traditional university academic program.

Originally, the college's administrators, which consisted of

the Dean and two Associate Deans of the college and a curriculum

specialist from the non-traditional program, were selected as the

primary client for this study. At a later meeting, on December16,

the Dean suggested that he alone should serve as the primary client

for the study. The researcher agreed with the Dean's suggestion,

believing that by serving one client she would avoid the danger of not

serving the multiple clients well. The issues, concerns and first

iteration of questions generated from the November18 meeting with the

college administrators, were sent to the primary client on December19

for his review during the Christmas break.

On January 6, a second meeting with the primary client took

place three weeks after the first iteration of questions, generated in

the earlier meeting by the administrators, was sent to the primary

client for his review.

Both the primary client and the researcher (as an employee of

the non-traditional university academic program under evaluation) had

information and perceptions about the program when beginning the

evaluation. The data collected would either confirm or refute the

ideas they carried in with them. In order to avoid possible researcher

biases and to identify all possible effects of the program, intended

as well as uni~tended, the primary client did not share all of the

pOlicy questions and issues he was considering with the researcher.

The withholding of the policy questions and issues placed greater

-
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responsibility upon the primary client in that the researcher's

perspective was absent. The researcher was dependent, to a greater

extent, upon the primary client for decisions about the type and

amount of data needed to address the policy issues and questions and

to serve the evaluation's potential audiences.

The primary client and researcher discussed possible questions

which might be derived from the broad program areas and the kinds of

data the researcher would collect. The data collection focused on the

more descriptive questions raised about the non-traditional university

academic program, particularly who are being served by the program

and the general nature of these services.

Amongthe program areas, which the second iteration of

questions (see Appendix A), focused upon were:

1. The mission: if, howand why the goals and purposes of

the program had changed over time.

2. The program operations:

a. The students: does the program serve those it

was intended to serve? Does the program serve

others?

b. The courses: comparison between grades for

on-campus and non-traditional program offerings.

Rationale for selection of course and majors.

c. The workshops: howdoes their current function

compare with the originally intended purpose?

What are faculty and student opinions and

perceptions regarding the workshops?
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d. The faculty: policies and procedures for

the selection of faculty. Status of faculty

advisory board.

e. Evaluation: for courses and faculty.

f. Testing: controls and security in testing

system. Howmanystudents use library

testing sites?

True to the recommendations of DOER'sdevelopers, Cooley and

Bickel (1985), the methodology chosen was eclectic. The most

important consideration for the methodologies selected was the primary

client's questions. The audiences to receive the data and feasibility

of the methods--related to availability and the researcher's

abilities--were also considerations for the selection of methodologies.

The types of data to be collected were varied. Somequestions

were answered by qualitative data, some by quantitative data and others

by a combination of each. For example, the primary client and

researcher agreed that data to be collected to answer questions within

the category of program mission were of a qualitative type: program

documents and personal interviews. Data to be gathered regarding

students relied heavily upon quantitative methods: questionnaires,

student files and grade records. Answers to questions on curriculum,

faculty, testing and general program operations would be derived from

an analysis of both quantitative and qualitative data. The data would

be used to generate information that would be useful for program

improvementand describing howthe non-traditional university academic

program worked. Most of the analyses woul~ be simply descriptive, not

inferential.

-
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An eclectic approach was used in this study because the

questions benefited from the use of different data sources to answer

the questions, the primary client desired a variety of data and no

single research method was appropriate or adequate for answering all

the primary client's questions.

The primary client suggested resources--contact people and

information--to aid in the data collection. It was agreed at that

meeting that the researcher would generate additional questions from

the general program areas for evaluation finalized at the meeting.,

These early discussions took place in the context of a continuing

refinement of the questions for evaluation to be addressed.

The Primary Client-Researcher Dialogue and Events

The primary client-researcher dialogue began with the

November18 meeting with the college administrators. At the second

meeting with the Dean of the college, it was agreed that he would

serve as primary client. During their third meeting, the primary

client and researcher formalized the evaluation questions.

1. On February 3, the researcher delivered specific evaluation

questions developed from the general areas for evaluation and

suggested research techniques to the primary client for his review

before their next meeting.

Later that day, the primary client contacted the researcher by

telephone with a specific request for historical data on the intent of

the program's workshops, to be collected from the program documents.

The primary client and researcher did not discuss howthese data

would be used or disseminated. The researcher knewfrom her work as

an administrator for the non-traditional university academic program,

- - - - - ------ - -- - - - -
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that attendance at workshops, whether voluntary or required, was a

"hot" issue. There were rumors that workshop attendance would now

becomemandatory because some of the administrators of the college

favored such a plan. Somefaculty and students were already voicing

their opposition to the idea.

Addressing the primary client's question about the workshops

required that the researcher examine all available program documents

(the original Task Force Report which established the non-traditional

university academic program, annual reports, status reports, memos,

letters, and other assorted program publications) to find any infor-

mation regarding or references to the workshops, and summarize and

discuss any changes reported in the documents regarding the intent of

the workshops. The information produced, and delivered to the primary

client by letter on February 4, focused upon changes in the use of and

attendance requirements for the program's workshops. A finding of

this report was that the original purpose of the workshops had changed

considerably during the program's 14 years of operation. Originally,

the workshops were considered a mandatory part of the course,currently

the workshops are optional in all but a handful of the program's

courses. The methodology used emphasized the summaryand analysis

of available materials. (A summaryof the reports generated to the

primary client is provided in Appendix B. Appendix C provides an

example of one kind of report generated.) j

.
;/

2. On February 10, the primary client and researcher met to

review, finalize and prioritize the specific evaluation questions that

would be answered through the evaluation. The plan called for the

collection of a variety of data describing the program's mission and

a
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operations and characteristics, opinions and perceptions of program

participants (see Appendix A).

The primary client and researcher discussed a timeline for the

completion of the research tasks, all of which had about equal priority.

The lack of computerized information systems was considered when

prioritizing the research tasks. For example, the course comparison

and grade analysis had to be started as quickly as possible because of

the great amount of time required in collecting basic course and grade

data. It was decided at this meeting that questionnaires should be

developed first for surveying the program's students, faculty and

chairpeople because of the great amount of time needed from the first

stage of developing the questionnaires until the final step of

analyzing the questionnaire data. The questionnaires were to be used

to answer specific questions from five of the broad program areas for

evaluation: students, faculty, curriculum, testing and miscellaneous.

While the researcher waited for the questionnaires to be

returned, work on the course comparison and grade distribution analysis

could be done. Interviews with former program administrators would be

conducted as their schedules permitted. Student file data would be

collected when the assistance of a work study student was available.

Program documents, were .available within the program, and would be

examined when time permitted.

The primary client and researcher discussed the best way to

obtain data on course comparison and grade distribution analysis. The

collection of the course grade information was very difficult because

. the university did not have computerizedrecords of their grade data.

The primary client explained that the collection of grade data wasa

"
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two step process. First, the researcher would have to obtain the

instructor's names and alpha codes for all 116 courses from informa-

tion at a university office. The second step would be to use that

information to identify courses on grade rosters from another

university office. The researcher would have to transcribe by hand

the grades from the grade rosters as they were not able to be released

from the university office.

The grade collection and analysis seemed an insurmountable

task for several reasons: data ownedand stored in different

university offices, lack of a computerized data base, the large number

of courses with multiple sections to be examined over a three-year

period, the official grade rosters could not be removed from the

university office necessitating that the researcher examine them

during her regular working hours, and because the grade reports were

confidential, the researcher could not have assistance in collecting

the data.

"
i

The primary client and researcher also discussed whomight be

appropriate university employees to contact for information to assist

in the gathering of data for the grade distribution analysis. The

researcher was impressed by the fact that the primary client, who is a

very important and busy university administrator, personally called a

university employee to enable her to have access to confidential grade

records. The primary client also volunteered to contact a former

program administrator to arrange for an interview.

The primary client and researcher agreed to meet the following

week to discuss strategies for data collection. The researcher was

pleased with the progress of the dialogue. The primary client was

'~..}
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very accessible and reviewed the materials sent in advance in detail

prior to each meeting.

3. The researcher contacted several university employees, on

February 11, to determine if there was a more expedient method to

collect data on course comparison and grade distribution analysis.

The researcher was told by a university employee in the registrar's

office that the Associate Dean of the college involved in this study

could provide access to some of the data needed to complete this task.

On February 12, the researcher met with the Associate Dean of

the college and obtained some of the data necessary for course

comparison and grade distribution analysis. The data provided by the

Associate Dean consisted of grade distribution analysis data for the

entire university. The university grade distribution analysis data

included the course department, code, numberand title and a breakdown

of the individual letter grades assigned for each course offering.

Although these were not the final official grade rosters, and were

somewhat less accurate than the data collected through the previously

described method, the primary client agreed to accept this solution

when the researcher explained the feasibility of using the official

grade data.

The Associate Dean allowed the researcher to take the grade

distribution analysis data from his office which made the data

collection process more convenient because the data could be collected

at any time.

The primary client requested that a comparison be made between

the individual letter grades for on-campus and non-traditional program

of the same course over a three-year period. Fromthis
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information, the primary client could determine if there was a higher

frequency of incomplete grades, grade inflation, and possible grading

patterns or trends in one course as compared with another. The

researcher asked the primary client how he wanted the data presented.

The primary client, who knew the likely audiences for the information,

requested the individual grades for each course and the percentages of

each grade.

Having access to the grade distribution analysis data did not

facilitate the data collection. Fromthe total university offerings,

over a three-year period, courses offered through the non-traditional

university academic program and the on-campus versions of the same

courses were identified. The letter grades for each individual

section of the course were transcribed and totaled. This process,

which took the researcher and an assistant approximately 250 hours,

could have been completed in a day or two if the university had, had a

computer-based grading system. Had a computerized data base existed,

more complex analyses would have been feasible. The need for comput-

erized grade and course information is clearly illustrated here. A

tremendous amount of energy was devoted to collecting basic grade and

course data that could and should be part of any university's computer

data files.

4. On February 13, the researcher delivered questions she had

developed for the student, faculty and chairperson questionnaires to

the primary client for his review before the next meeting.

5. The primary client and researcher met on February 19 to

discuss questionnaire development and to review the questions the

researcher had developed for inclusion on each questionnaire. The

I '
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researcher discussed the type of data she would be cOllecting for each

of the remaining evaluation questions. The primary client agreed with

the researcher's plans for data collection. The questionnaires were

revised, based on the discussion between the primary client and

researcher.

6. The researcher delivered the questionnaires to the primary

client on February 24 for his review before their next meeting.

7. On February 27, the primary client and researcher met to

discuss the questionnaires and the data presentation.

8. OnMarch 3, the primary client and researcher discussed a

proposed timeline for completion of the evaluation and the manner in

which the various data would be presented. The primary client

recommendedthe researcher contact an employee from The Office of

Measurement and Evaluation to assist in the analysis and presentation

of the questionnaire data. The researcher gave the primary client a

second revision of the student and faculty questionnaires and cover

letters for review before their next meeting.

The researcher interviewed the Dean of another college within

the urban university used in the study. The purpose of the interview

was to answer some of the primary client's evaluation questions

regarding that college's policies related to the non-traditional

university academic program. The primary client and researcher devel-

oped specific questions for the interview. The Dean had been opposed

to the creation of the non-traditional university academic program

when he was a memberon the original task force. The researcher

asked him if he had the same opinion about the program and why there

were restrictions placed upon students in his college regarding the

---
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number of courses they could take through the non-traditional

I .
<'.

university academic program. The Dean's responses and opinions about

the non-traditional university program were different than the

researcher had anticipated. The Dean was muchmore positive about the

non-traditional university academic program than the researcher

expected he would be and the Dean said he was willing to reconsider

the policies related to the program.

9. OnMarch 5, the primary client and researcher discussed

the revised student and faculty questionnaires and cover letters. The

primary client found the student questionnaire satisfactory, and he

and the researcher agreed upon a sample population of ten or more

students to be used for the pilot test of the questionnaire. The

student questionnaire contained a total of 35 questions. Thirteen of

the questions concerned the student's educational background and

academic plans. Seven questions addressed the workshops. Four ques-

tions addressed the students' perceptions about program communications

and four asked about program courses. There were four demographic

questions and three open-ended questions about general program

operations. The types of survey questions used were varied: fill-

in-the blank, largely related to educational background, academic

plans and demographic information (i.e., nameof the college or school

in which you are currently enrolled); multiple choice questions where

the student was asked to check all appropriate responses (i.e., Why

are you taking a course/courses through the program?); ratings (on a

five or three-point scale) which tried to establish the students'

perceptions and opinions on a number of program operations (i .e., How

helpful have you found the following program communications?); and

~
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open-ended questions used to let students express their feelings

freely. While the open-ended questions and "free" options for

individual questions were difficult to code, useful information was

obtained from these questions.

The primary client and researcher discussed further revisions

for the faculty questionnaires. These discussed changes and modifi-

cations largely involved word changes for clarity. The primary client

and researcher agreed that, in addition to the revision of the faculty

questionnaire, the researcher would revise the administrators' inter-

view questions and questions to be answered by the program documents

for the next meeting. The primary client sought greater detail in the

administrators' and program document questions. For example, where

the researcher had asked, "Whatwas the faculty advisory committee?"

The primary cl i ent added, "Whowas on the faculty advi sory committee?II

and "What did the committee do?" The researcher provided the primary

. . client with a revised form of the chairperson questionnaire for review

before the next meeting and a letter which was a summary of the

March 3 interview with the Dean.

10. OnMarch 8, the student questionnaire was pilot tested

uSing 35 of the program's students whowere attending workshop classes.

Participation in the pilot study was voluntary. Students were timed

while completing the questionnaire and any probelms in completing the

questionnaire or with particular questions were noted.

11. The student questionnaire, a cover letter, consent form

and a business reply envelope were mailed to a sample of 350 of the

program's 1800 students on March 7. The sample of 350 students was

selected at random from an alphabetical listing of the program's total
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student population. (Those students who had participated in the

pilot study were excluded.) The cover letter explained the importance

and purpose of the questionnaire and allowed the students two weeks

for completion.

12. On March 11, the primary client and researcher finalized

i
I

1/

the questions for the program administrators' interviews and the

questions to be answered from the program documents. The primary

client agreed that the faculty and chairperson questionnaires were

ready for mailing. It was decided at that time that the chairperson

questionnaire required no pilot test because it was being sent to a

small group. The primary client and researcher decided that the

faculty questionnaire be pilot tested with four faculty members: two

faculty memberswho had developed courses which only used the program's

instructional materials and two faculty memberswho had developed

courses which used the program's instructional materials and a text-

book. The primary client and researcher agreed that it was important

for the researcher to be present when the pilot tests were conducted

in the event that faculty membershad problems understanding or

completing the questionnaire.

I

~
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13. The researcher pilot tested the faculty questionnaires

during the week of March 10, using faculty members who met the criteria

the primary client had specified. During each of the pilot tests, the

researcher remained with the faculty member while they answered the

questionnaire. The researcher noted any questions or problems that

the faculty members had when completing the questionnaire and how long

it took them to complete the questionnaire.

- --



The first faculty member selected for the pilot test expressed

concerns as he went through the questionnaire. The faculty member had

developed and teaches several courses through the non-traditional

university academic program. He felt the wording on the questions was

biased and leading. He stated that the researcher might be something

of a pawn in a plot to downscale or even eleiminate the entire non-

traditional university academic program. An example of a question he

found offensive was "Why aren't the workshops valuable?" The faculty

member stated that this question took for granted, or made the

assumption that the workshops were not valuable.

The researcher pilot tested the questionnaire next on two

relatively new faculty members, each had developed and teaches one

course through the non-traditional university academic program. They

found no problems of any kind with the questionnaire.

The final faculty member to test the questionnaire had

developed and teaches several courses through the non-traditional

university academic program. While he did not express a concern over

the questionnaire's objectivity, he was worried that the subsumption of

the non-traditional university academic program by the larger college

might result in the program's changing for the worse. The faculty

questionnaires were revised based on the results of the pilot test and

upon the comments of a former program administrator with whom the

researcher consulted. For example, the question, "Why aren't the

workshops valuable?" was revised to "Are the workshops valuable for

students? II

The concerns expressed by the more experienced faculty members

~ Concerned the researcher and illustrate Cooley and Bickel's (1985)
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observation that educational systems are vast, complex and inter-

related. Since January, when the non-traditional university academic

program became a part of the larger college, several faculty members

had contacted the researcher (in her role as an employee of the non-

traditional university academic program) and expressed similar concerns

about the program becoming lost in bureaucracy, downscaled or

eliminated. The researcher told the faculty membersthat the Dean of

the college was very interested in their opinion and on basing any

policy decisions upon data, as evidenced by his participation in an

extensive evaluation of the program that would include faculty

questionnaires. This information was reassuring to most faculty

members, although, some said they would have preferred an informal

meeting with faculty members and the college's management team to a

formal surveying instrument.

14. On March 13, the researcher met with a university employee,

identified by the primary client, from the Office of Measurementand

Evaluation, to aid in the analyses of the questionnaire data. The

university employee explained the coding system used by her office for

computerizing the questionnaire responses. Each question on the

questionnaires was assigned a number on a computer answer sheet. The

university employee wrote the coding schemes (program) for each

questionnaire. Once the questionnaire computerized response sheets

were scanned, a printout of frequencies and percentages would be

provided. More complex analyses (i.e., standard deviations, cross

tabulations) could have been done, with relative ease, if the primary

client had desired this kind of information.

I'
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The scanning of the questionnaire computer sheets was done on

the same day that they were received. This university computer

service enabled the questionnaire results to be submitted to the

primary client in a timely manner. In less than a week from their

submission, the researcher received the questionnaire frequencies and

percentages. Although the coding of the questionnaire responses onto

computerized sheets took 28 hours, without the aid of a computer,

figuring frequencies and percentages would have involved considerably

more time. It should also be noted here that the researcher did not I

contact the university employee from The Office of Measurement and

Evaluation when designing and constructing the questionnaires and, as

a result, the question formats were not always designed in a way which

facilitated data entry and analyses, consequently, the coding of the

questionnaires might have taken less time if the researcher had con-

sulted with the university employee earlier.

I
I.,"

On this same day, the researcher sent a letter and a copy of

the interview questions to each of the five former program adminis-

trators identified by the primary client. The letter explained the

purpose of the interview and notified the administrators that the

researcher would be contacting them the following week to schedule an

interview.

15. On March 14, the faculty and chairperson questionnaires

were mailed. Included with the faculty questionnaire was an

individualized cover letter, consent form and business reply envelope.

The questionnaires were mailed to the entire population of 107 faculty

{excluding those who had participated in the pilot study) whohad

~eveloped and/or taught a course through the non-traditional university
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academic program. The cover letter explained the importance and

purpose of the questionnaire and allowed a two week time period for

its completion.

Included with the chairperson questionnaire was a list of

faculty who had developed and/or taught a course through the program,

an individualized cover letter, consent form and business reply

envelope. The questionnaires were mailed to the entire population of

chairpeople who had more than one faculty member from their depart-

ment who had developed and/or taught a course through the non-

traditional university academic program. The chairDerson population

consisted of 21 individuals. The cover letter explained the impor-

tance and purpose of the questionnaire and allowed a two week time

period for its completion.

The faculty questionnaire contained a total of 29 questions.

Ten of the questions addressed that faculty member's course develop-

ments and revisions. Five of the six questions on the workshops in

the faculty questionnaire were also asked on the student question-

naire. Five of the questions addressed course and faculty evaluations.

Three questions addressed course requirements and testing, one

question was devoted to students, another to program communications

and one closed and open question about program staff. The last

question was open-ended and addressed general program operations. The

two open-ended questions, and the question about program communications

on the faculty questionnaire were included on the student questionnaire.

The chairperson questionnaire contained a total of 13questions.

The questions addressed faculty teaching through the non-traditional

university academic program,. course development and evaluation. Both
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the faculty and chairperson questionnaires contained a variety of

question types as described in the discussion of the student

questionnaires.

16. During the week of March 17, the researcher contacted all

five former program administrators. The immediate past chief program

administrator declined to be interviewed by the researcher or primary

client. Three of the four interviews were conducted that week. The

remaining administrator was interviewed the following week. The

program administrators were asked questions about the non-traditional

university academic program's history, mission, student population,

faculty and policies. In each case, the program administrator agreed

to allow the interview to be taped. A brief background on each

program administrator was provided, including information about when

the program administrator worked for the program and in what position.

During the interview, the program administrators were asked questions

regarding the mission of the non-traditional university academic

program's mission, populations, policies for the recruitment of

faculty, the faculty advisory committee and workshops.

The specific question of workshops is a good illustration of

howdifferent methodologies were used to address one issue. Workshops

were first examined through the available program materials, were

next addressed in both the student and faculty questionnaires and

later discussed in the interviews with program administrators.

The program administrators' interviews provided the kind of

documentary history that Cooley and Bickel (1985) discussed. Fromthe

administrators, detailed descriptions of t~e design and implementation

processes of the non-traditional university academic program were
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provided. Their recollections provided a description of the events in

chronological order, constraints encountered, their responses and

decisions regarding issues which surfaced. Fromtheir multiple

perspectives, a greater understanding of the program's evolution was

';1:

possible.

Once the interviews were completed, the researcher transcribed

the tapes. The administrators' responses were presented together in a

written report to the primary client on April 9. The answers were

given verbatim except for the deletion of extraneous expressions such

as "you know"that were not relevant and detracted froM the flow of

conversation.

17. The researcher contacted a university employee,

identified by the primary client, to begin collection of the student

I, file data. The university employee made arrangements for theI,

researcher to have her own office to use during the data collection

and explained the filing system used by the college. Other university

employees were notified of the researcher1s work by the university

employee.

On March 18, the researcher and a work-study student, from the

non-traditional university academic program, began the collection of

data on 260 of the program1s non-traditional students through an

examination of their academic files. The sample of 260 students was

chosen systematically. Every seventh student was selected from an

alphabetical list of the non-traditional university academic program's

total student population of 1800 students. Information from the files

included the student1s age, zip code, status at time of application

. (i.e., high school or transfer), numberof transfer credits, high
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school QPA, SATscores, and course taking history over a three-year

period. The collection of the data took the researcher and work-study

student 40 hours. Again, the timeliness and analyses of this research

task suffered because there was no computerized data base available

to access for this information. The researcher and the work-study

student had to physically search for and remove the students' files,

from a room filed with thousands of files, and sift through the mass

of documents in order to answer the questions. The data gathered from

the files was then transcribed by hand onto charts from which it was

summarized and analyzed. Had a data base been available, the research

task could have been completed in a day or two and more complex

analyses might have been possible. Student questionnaire data might

have been integrated with the student information system data if such

a system had been available. This basic student data could and should

be part of the university's computer data files because, like the I
I

IIcourse and grade data, there is a recurring need for this information.

Cooley and Bickel (1985) noted similar problems regarding a lack of

computerized information systems in their work in the Pittsburgh

Public Schools. i
I
ilOn April 30, the researcher presented a summaryof the data to

the primary client in the form of graphs and tables. Student age and

registration data were compiled and presented in bar graphs, student

enrollment and course-taking history data in tables, QPA's, SATscores,

and transfer credit totals, in separate line graphs. Zip code infor-

mation was presented in the explanatory cover letter which accompanied

the graphs and tables.
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18. The primary client and researcher met on March 19. After

consulting with an expert in evaluation on strategies to improve the

response rate, the researcher suggested that a 10%sample of non-

respondents on the student questionnaire be used for a second mailing.

These students would be pursued more aggressively with the goal of

getting as many questionnaires returned from the non-respondent group

as possible. The primary client agreed with the researcher's

suggestions. The primary client and researcher agreed upon a 15%(~60r

student sample to provide a representation of student characteristics

from student academic files.

The researcher received a telephone call, on this same day,

from a program chairman regarding the chairperson questionnaire. The

chairman stated that he knewnothing about the non-traditional

university academic program as he had only been chairman six months.

He stated that he did not want to get "caught in the middle of any-

thing." Faculty had set up individual arrangements with the non-

traditional university academic program, he explained, and he did not

want to intervene. The chairman stated that the questionnaire had to

be taken in the context of the larger political situation. The

Provost was currently examining teaching loads and the chairman was

anxious that his answers might be used in another context for other

purposes.

A few other chairpersons expressed similar concerns about

other possible uses their answers on this questionnaire might have.

Somefaculty also expressed their fears about the motives for this

questionnaire, as it was sent at the same time the program was being

subsumedby the larger college unit. In this case, the university had
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recently undergone a five year evaluation plan of all its operations.

The concerns on the part of chairpersons and faculty illustrate the

interdependence of the various componentswithin an educational system

and the importance of recognizing these relationships whenusing DOER,

that Cooley and Bickel (1985) discussed. The non-traditional

university academic program's moveto the larger college was one

result of this five year evaluation plan.

19. By March 23, the researcher had received 110 student

questionnaires from the first mailing necessitating a second mailing

of 24 (10%) questionnaires from the non-responding student poculation

of 240 students. A random sample of 24 students was done for the

second mailing. In addition to another questionnaire, the 24 students

were sent an individualized letter emphasizing the importance of their

responses to the questionnaire and a business reply envelope. The

students were given ten days to respond to the questionnaire.

20. The researcher drafted and delivered a letter to the

primary client on March 24 which would be sent by him to non-responding

faculty. The primary client mademinor changes to the letter and had

his secretary type and reproduce individualized letters to the non-

responding faculty. The researcher appreciated the primary client's

assistance through secretarial help in drafting the letters.

21. By March 28, 60 faculty questionnaires were returned from

the 103 which were sent. The researcher received 14 responses from

the 21 chairpeople whowere sent questionnaires.

22. On March 31, a second mailing of questionnaires was made

to the faculty. In addition to the primary client's letter, each of

the 43 non-responding faculty membersreceived an additional copy of

- - - -- ---
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the questionnaire and a business reply envelope. Although no return

date was specified in the primary client's letter, the faculty were

given three weeks time to respond.

23. On April 1, the researcher was able to contact five of

the chairpeople, from the seven who had not responded to the question-

naire, by telephone. The researcher encouraged the chairpeoole to

complete the questionnaire and answered any questions they had about it.

24, By April 7, the researcher had received 14 additional

student questionnaires from the original mailing and 4 responses from

the second student mailing during the ten days allotted for a total of

129 responses from a possible 350 students. The 4 responses from the

second student mailing revealed no new information about the non-

responding group. The non-responding group was not contacted further

because of time constraints and limited resources. The researcher

coded the questionnaires and delivered the computer sheets to the

university employee from the Office of Measurementand Evaluation for

scanning.

25. Beginning the week of April 8, the researcher began

examining all available program documents to answer questions related

to the non-traditional university academic orogram's mission, student

population, policies regarding course acquisition and faculty. Prior

to this examination, it was necessary for the researcher to locate the

program documents. An employee of the non-traditional university

academic program assisted the researcher in locating the documents,

some of which she had retained while employed as the director's

secretary. The researcher contacted former program administrators in

an effort to locate missing documents, without success. The documents.
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examined included the original Task Force Report, annual reports,

internal memos, dissertations and status reports. The report

summarized, compared and analyzed information from the various

documents in order to answer the questions. The data were presented

chronologically and included manyexcerpts from the program documents.

In addition to answering the questions, the report provided a his-

torical perspective of the program's development, confirmed and

supplemented information gathered from the administrators' interviews,

while pulling together information from a variety of sources. The

researcher wrote and delivered a report based on the data collected

from the program documents to the primary client on April 18.

26. On April 9, the researcher received the printout from the

computer program run on the student questionnaires. The researcher

typed the questions onto the printout, cut and pasted and enlarged and

reporduced the questions to facilitate interpreting the results. The

printout, which contained frequencies and percentages for the

individual questions, and a letter explaining the different headings

for each question were given to the primary client on April 21.

27. On April 22, the researcher received an additional 30

faculty responses from the second mailing of the faculty question-

naire, which amounted to 90 responses from a possible total of 103.

Three additional chairperson questionnaires were received which

amounted to 17 responses from a possible total of 21. The researcher

coded the questionnaires and delivered the computer sheets to the

university employee from The Office of Measurementand Evaluation for

scanning.
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28. The researcher and her assistant completed the course

comparison and grade distribution analysis. On April 29, the primary

client was given the data in the form he had requested--a handwritten

compilation of individual grade totals and percentages for the non-

traditional program and on-campus course offerings. A separate chart

was included which listed the non-traditional course offering, the

course requirement, the requirement to qualify for an incomplete grade,

and the total and percentage of incomplete grades for each course over

a three-year period.

The university employee, from the Office of Measurementand

Evaluation, contacted the researcher because there was a problem with

the coding of the questionnaires which necessitated the researcher

recoding sections of the questionnaire and the university employee

rewriting sections of the computer program.

29. OnMay6th, after preparing the faculty and chairperson

questionnaire data in the same manner as the student questionnaire

data, the researcher delivered the data to the primary client.

30. OnMay12, the researcher met with the primary client and

presented him with a data summary. The data summarywas a written

document of six pages which aimed at pulling together information from

the different data sources to answer the broad exploratory questions

and present unexpected or unintended findings. The researcher's

findings regarding the program's mission were that, due to severe

budget cuts during fiscal year 1979-1980, the original mission of the

program had shifted from emphasis on course development and experi-

mentation to course offerings and fiscal accountability. This shift

~ad positive effects (more students recruited, more courses offered
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and more tuition generated) as well as negative ones (course

developments were reduced, program development and soft-money funding

were halted and all program evaluation was eliminated). The infor-

mation regarding mission was taken from the administrators' interviews

and program documents.

Findings regarding the program's students included confirmation

of some of the statistics quoted in the program documents. regarding

age and reasons for attending college and taking non-traditional

program offerings. Discrepancies were noted between program document

data on students regarding enrollment and information from the student

file data. The program documents stated that 50%of the students

surveyed could not take college courses if not for the non-traditional

program offerings. The findings from this evaluation revealed 9 to

26%had difficulty or were unable to take on-campus college courses.

The program documents also stated that 71%of the students were taking

non-traditional program courses exclusively. The evaluation's

findings showed that 13%of the students fell into this category.

Sixty-one percent of the chairpersons desired additional

courses be developed through the non-traditional university academic

program. This was a somewhatsurprising finding because it was

thought that chairpersons were generally resistant to new course

developments through the program. While 50%of the chairpersons

surveyed were opposed to an entire major being offered externally, the

major reason (82%) for opposition was that some courses could not or

should not be externalized, not negative feelings or resistance to the

program. A surprising 86%of the chairpersons surveyed indicated that

their department conducted no departmental review of the

-
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non-traditional university academic program's course materials.

Seventy-nine percent of the chairpersons were in favor of the non-

traditional program establishing its ownprocedures and processes for

evaluating the courses.

Despite the pilot test of the faculty questionnaire, one

question, regarding alternate forms for the course requirements,

baffled 14 faculty members. The question asked how many alternate

forms should be written for the following course requirements: tests,

homework, quizzes, papers and projects. The primary client and

researcher wanted to know how many versions of a course requirement

the faculty members found reasonable. The word versions might have

been better understood than alternate forms.

Chairpersons and faculty disagreed on what faculty evaluations

should be based upon. Faculty (78%) favored evaluations by students,

chairpeople (80%) by the department.

The primary client felt some of the data needed further

analysis. The primary client requested that three of the graphs from

the student file data be redone. The questionnaire data were to be

broken into tables and the grade distribution analysis and course

comparison had to be retranscribed from two lists into one with

suggestions from the researcher on what the data meant.

31. On May29, the researcher delivered an analysis of the

student questionnaire and student file data to the primary client for

his review before their meeting on June 3. This analysis (see

Appendix C) was more detailed than the description provided in the

May12 data summary. The analysis contained narrative explanations of

the quantitative data presented in tables and graphs which were

-------
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included in the report. The analysis presented findings such as 65%

of the students surveyed resided in the county where the university is

located. This information contradicted other data which indicated

that the majority of the students lived a great distance from the

university which necessitated their taking courses externally. The

most contradictory findings were related to course taking patterns and

completion rates. The course comparison and grade distribution

analysis revealed that some courses had student incompletion rates as

high as 84.6%. The student questionnaire findings revealed an almost

100%completion rate. The researcher suggested the reason for thfs ~

discrepancy might be that the students responding to questionnaires

were a biased sample--higher achievers. Similarly 43%of the students

responding to the questionnaire indicated that they attended all of the

workshops--higher than the 30%figure reported elsewhere.

32. On June 2, the researcher delivered the revised grade

distribution analysis and recommendations for further study to the

primary client for his review before their meeting on June 3. One of

the recommendations for further study and monitoring was the high

incidence of incomplete grades in the non-traditional program versions

of the courses.

33. On June 3, the researcher met with the primary client to

conduct a formal, semi-structured interview regarding his perceptions

and opinions on the effectiveness of the DOERparadigm in aiding

decision making and his role as primary client.
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C. The Effectiveness of DOER

in Aiding Policy Formulation

Two methods were used to determine the effectiveness of DOER

in aiding the decision maker or primary client in policy formulation.

Specific changes in or the development of program policies were to

have been recorded and analyzed to determine what impact, if any,

DOERhad on the policy formulation. While DOERwas being implemented,

the researcher observed no changes in or development of program policy.

Major decisions regarding changes in and the development of program

policy are scheduled over the next several months.

The second method used to decide if DOERwas useful and

effective in aiding the decision maker in policy formulation was

through both an informal and a formal semi-structured interviews.

In a meeting between the primary client and researcher on

May12, the researcher informally interviewed the primary client on

the issue of data dissemination and utility. The primary client

stated that his office would use the data to provide a summaryreport

to the new Director and appropriate staff of the non-traditional

university academic program as well as selected administrators from

the college subsuming the program. The primary client's office would

also provide a report to faculty and advisory groups based on some of

the data collected by the researcher. A short report would be written

to The Board of Visitors. Someof the data would provide the basis

for reports to the Provost's Advisory Council on Undergraduate

Programs. The primary client also indicated that other individuals,

yet to be identified, would be receiving part of the data collected by

the researcher in combination with other data to assist in policy



making. The primary client would determine the focus, nature and

audience for the reports.

The primary client stated that some of the information

collected by the researcher indicated that changes must be made in the

non-traditional university academic program. The primary client stated

that, although the data did not provide alternatives, it did aid in

policy making. For example, some of the data collected by the

researcher revealed a need for modifications to the recruitment

processes for the college, of which the non-traditional university

academic program is a part, and for college-wide testing procedures.

The primary client stated at this time that no dissemination

of the data had taken place with the exception of the data on the

workshops. These data were disseminated to his administrative staff

and used as a discussion topic with candidates for the Director's

position at the non-traditional university academic program.

The primary client stated that the data collected were an

essential element for integration into the college. He found the

process very effective for providing the administration with relevant

data and information for programs under review. The primary client

felt the DOERparadigmwas appropriate for his style of administration.

In retrospect, he added, the Faculty Council should have been

consulted when establishing the questions for the evaluation, however,

their involvement would not have changed the model. The primary client

had consulted with 10-12 faculty teaching in the non-traditional

university academic program, only one of whomwas on the Council.

On May30, the primary client was supplied with the questions

, the researcher would be asking during their taped, formal,

- - - -- - --
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semi-structured interview. The interview had two purposes: to

determine how the primary client perceived his role in the evaluation

and what he believed were the DOERparadigm's possibilities for use in

evaluation. The interview was conducted on June 3 and lasted approxi-

mately one and a half hours.

Ql. Have you received the data requested?

Yes, I received the data requested. Was it presented in the

most useable fashion all the time? Not quite, but I did get the data.

g£. Were the data presented in a timely manner?

Itls met my need for time.

Ql. I provided data on the content of the workshops

independent of the data from the review of documents. Were they

useful and, if so, have they been used in decision making?

They were useful. No decision has been made. It started a

chain of events that will culminate in decisions, but those events

have to go through our Council. Youactually had to have it then in

order to pursue the policy development.

~. Wasthis the only case where information has been

disseminated so far?

No, live shared some data on the G grades. We had our own

independent G grade study and we used some of yours as confirmation

data. Beyond that, 11m not sure what I've shared.

~. Howdo you plan to use the data submitted? Whowill you

disseminate the evaluation findings to?

Well, first of all some of the data will go to, will be used

by, the new Director. Some of the data will be used with the Director

and our administrative group. Somewill be shared with Faculty Council
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whenwe formulate policies and procedures. Then some will be shared

with our Board of Visitors. From the beginning, there was never a

question of do we keep the non-traditional university academic program

or do we do away with it. That was never a question. The real

questions we're looking at are: What is the program? Whois it

servicing? Howis it servicing? What is the quality of the service?

What is its role and function within the total college? What are some

of the issues that need to be addressed? Some of the questions by

this data, some by other data that we have. Now, for instance, one

thing. ." . it's quite obvious the new Director's goin~ to have to

realize that the curriculum must be built for those persons whocannot

normally come to campus. So the curriculum director will have to work

from that assumption but the servicing people who service the stud~nts

should work from the assumption that most of the students are regular

campus students. It seems very clear that a lot of the services that

were being provided were not really necessary for most of the students.

Related to that, it became quite clear that the level and background

of the staff are not appropriate to deliver the kind of program that

is needed. So, working with the Director, some of those things will

have to change. It was also obvious that the faculty, who are the key

ingredient in this, play the least significant role, in fact, they

have played an insignificant role and the program staff has played the

extremely significant role. This should change.

Howdo you knowthat? Wasit from the data that were

collected?

From the data that faculty gave, from the students, the quality

of the students, the grades. Nowin terms of courses, both this data
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and the data we have indicate that the concentration must be on the

revision of courses. The array of courses is quite good. There may

be some holes, but there aren't too many. There is a question of

whether or not we need full majors. Not having some majors may delay

some people but this seems to be such a small group that the cost of

developing a full major as well as the political ramifications as

shared by the chairpeople doesn't seem to be worth it.

So, even though 47%of the students surveyed indicated they'd

be interested in a full major, it's doubtful that they'd do the whole

thing through the program?

But they don't show that in their course taking behavior. A

lot of times what students say in answering the questions isn't always

indicative of what they actually do or are willing to do. What it

meansis . . . they maynot be able to movethrough their programsas

quickly as they would like to, but then, this is a small number. The

data also said that the marketing has been awful, atrocious. The

students actually show that there's such a small number who come to

the university through the non-traditional university academic program.

They actually find out about it after they get here. You would have

expected a larger number, especially from a biased sample whoreturned

the questionnaires. This has also been our observation as we watched

the admissions over the last several years. And then the data

indicated there is a question as to what is it that you are marketing.

Weshould not be marketing a program of home study. Next, there are

some policies on grading that will be formulated and we've been

thinking about them. Finally, there is the whole area of testing. The

information we have on testing verifies what we were concerned about.

.1
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We gained very little information on the assessment of courses. We

did learn that most people are not fearful of assessing them.

~. Were there any data here that you no longer needed?

No, I found it all useful.

QL. Are there any additional data needs you nowwish you had

made in your original request?

No. There's other data that I need but I would not turn it

".

over to somebodyelse to collect. A lot of it's salary data. There

are other kinds of data, quality of the staff and related personnel

matters, that we will be looking into.

Q8. Did you find the client-centered approach an aid to

your decision-making?

Oh yes. To me, data is essential in decision-making and I

found this apDroach to work very well.

Q9. Doyou believe that you had a mutually-educational

dialogue with the researcher?

No, because the researcher did not have enough experience in

evaluation, which is not a negative thing, it's just as a student you

had limited experience in this area.

~. Whatproblems did you find in using DOER?

The basic problem is the one we just mentioned. To use the

DOERparadigm, the evaluator really, truly has to be quite well-

versed in evaluation and has to understand the field in which they are

dOing the evaluation. The two things have to go along.

By field, you mean context?

In this case it's the university. They have to understand

university operations.

- - -
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So that was the only problem you found with DOER?

Yes. I think that with this type of evaluation the client is

the one who has the need, whether it's a single individual or a group.

Had the Council been working to apply these questions they would have

been entirely different. Their questions may come at a later time.

There are still some serious questions that we will use our own

eouncil and some experienced evaluators on Council to look at and

examine.

Q!l. Do you have some suggestions you'd make to other clients

using DOER?

Limit that to the university, what suggestions I would make to

other university clients. In schools, colleges where the problems are

similar to this, I believe that the process is very good. Here the

Dean actually utilized other people to help generate the questions but

one person (the Dean) became responsible for interactions between the

evaluator. I think it keeps the evaluator out of the middle of trying

to please three or four masters simultaneously. Also, if people feel

they need data right away, through conversations with the Dean, who is

the one person to coordinate this with the evaluator, he's able to

help them understand why that priority could wait or howwe could get

another kind of information. This procedure means you don't have to

interfere with the on-going evaluation process.

~. Are there any changes you'd make to the model?

I really wouldn't use employees, persons employed as we did

here, who are employed in the same unit, who in this case was working

on a dissertation. This becamemuddied, especially as to whether or

-- -
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not the time you're putting into this evaluation is distracting from

the other duties.

But, let's say I hadn't been working on a dissertation, you

wouldn't use an employee normally?

Then what I would have done is identify an employee and pulled

that person off of his or her regular job and made this evaluation

that person's responsibility. That would have been all right.

You don't have any objection to having an employee doing an

evaluation?

No, as long as the employee has this as part of their load.

Let's say you had taken the time off and worked on this evaluation as

part of your dissertation and not at the same time employed, this

would have been a better model.

Doyou think being an employee biases the evaluation?

No.

Why, because the client is dictating the areas to be looked at?

Yes.

QlI. Doyou think this model would be useful for a summative

evaluation?

That would depend upon the program being evaluated. In this

case we have a program within a school and the program has no faculty.

Next, this program addresses only a small population of students.

Thus, any political ramifications of the evaluation outcomes are

minimal. DOERcould very easily be employedas a modelfor the

summative evaluation of this program. Now,whether or not DOERwould

work as a model for summative evaluation of a Geography department in

a university is another question. In the case of an established

- -
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department, an evaluator would have to work with plural clients: on

the one hand administrators and on the other faculty. In this case,

even though both would agree upon what data are needed, there is little

chance that if the administrators behind the data suggested termi-

nation of the program that the faculty would agree. These situations

are extremely political so a client driven model may not serve as well.

You don't think there's a danger that the questions asked by

the primary client could be leading--to look for certain results to

justify the demise of a program?

Sure, but by the same token, knowing that I have to report

these data to multiple audiences tends to hold down such biases.

This is a safeguard?

Yes.

~. Youdon't think it's necessary for the evaluator to

knowthe policy questions?

No.

Youdon't knowall the policy questions, you're doing an

inductive type of thing?

I had pOlicy questions whenwe started and the data I asked

for assisted that. There are other policy questions that fell out

during the process which may be of a slightly different nature. So,

no, I don't think the evaluator has to knowall of the policies. Some

questions are so obvious, the evaluator wi1l knowwhat policies are

under consideration but there are others not as clear, but not know-

ing the policy to me is not essential. Manytimes in formative

evaluation we are mainly concerned with refinement of policy. We

knewwe had to do something about the grading, specific aspects within
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the grading procedures. We knew we had to do something about the

testing and we did get specific insights from the data. We know we

had to have policies on revisions of courses vs. new courses. We only

have a finite set of funds and you can't always do both. So, many

times the policies are quite obvious. They're buried in the questions

and the data give insights as to how to modify or improve the policies.

D. Summar,l

The implementation of DOERtook place over an eight month

period and involved several phases. The primary client was identified,

with early conversations between the primary client and researcher

centering upon defining and prioritizing the primary client's infor-

mation needs. Once the information needs were identified and

finalized, the primary client and researcher discussed research

questions, strategies and the presentation of data. A methodologi-

cally eclectic approach was used in the evaluation. The data were then

presented to the primary client with the final discussions between the

primary client and researcher focusing upon data dissemination and

utilization plans.

Although the primary client disseminated very little data

throughout the course of the evaluation, through his interviews with

the researcher, he identified several audiences that he planned to

share the information with. The primary client found the DOER

paradigm a useful means for obtaining relevant data for decision

making and recognized the paradigm's usefulness in dealing with

multi"ple stakeholders. Although the primary client indicated that he

had received all the data he requested in a timely manner and that all

the data were useful to him, he stated that they were not always

---------
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presented in the most useable fashion. The researcher's inexperience

was the only problem the primary client found in using the DOER

paradigm. The primary client stressed that, in his opinion, the

researcher using DOERmust not only be well-versed in evaluation, but

must have a thorough understanding of the context in which he is work-

ing. A factor which may have contributed to the data not always being

presented in a useable form was the absence of computerized data bases.

The primary client felt that if employees of the unit being

evaluated are used as evaluators, then they should be removed from

other functions and conduct the evaluative functions as part of their

normal workload. According to the primary client, the use of employees

as evaluators did not bias the evaluation because the primary client

determined the focus of the evaluation. To insure that the reseacher

was not biased and that unintended as well as intended outcomes of the

program were revealed, the primary client purposely withheld some of

his policy questions from the researcher. The primary client felt

that reporting the evaluation findings to multiple audiences safe-

guarded against possible abuses of the DOERparadigm by the primary

client.

The DOER paradigm could be used for summative evaluation, the

primary client felt, depending upon the situation. The data obtained

through DOER were designed to help with policy decisions. The primary

client did not believe the data provided answers and didn't think they

should.
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V. Conclusions

A. Introduction

This study was designed to investigate the implementation of

the DOERparadigmfor evaluating a non-traditional university program

and DOER'seffectiveness in assisting decision makers in policy

formulation. Conclusions for both of the research questions of this

study are discussed separately in this final chapter.

B. The Imglementationof DOER

This section of Chapter V presents conclusions regarding the

implementationof the DOERparadigmin evaluating a non-traditional

university academic program and includes a discussion of DOER's

effectiveness for primary client-researcher dialogue.

The Primary-Client-Researcher Dialogue

In defining the client orientation for DOER,Cooley and

Bickel (1985) stated that the "client orientation has two essential

characteristics: a primary client is identified for a piece of

research and is involved in the design, analysis, and dissemination

of work and the involvement of the client comes through ongoing

dialogue with the-researcher" (p. 25).

The first step in implementingthe DOERparadigmis the

identification of the primary client. The primary client was

identified, first as four individuals comprising the administrative

unit of the college subsuming the non-traditional university academic

Program. Later, it was agreed upon between the Dean of the college
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and the researcher that he should serve as the primary client. The

primary client recognized the value of a single client orientation,

noting in his interview that, "it keeps the evaluator out of the

middle of trying to please three or four masters simultaneously."

Cooley and Bickel (1985) identified some of the difficulties

in implementingor operationalizing DOER. These difficulties were

classified into issues related to primary client accessibility and

the clarification of information needs.

Accessibility of the primary client was never a problem in

implementingDOERfor this study. During the eight monthperiod

that this evaluation was conducted, the primary client and

researcher met 13 times. The primary client was also accessible

in the sense that he spent many hours reviewing evaluation data.

The documentation and analysis of the primary client-

researcher dialogue revealed that the primary client was involved in

the design, analysis, and dissemination of the research as a result

of the on-going dialogue.

A second difficulty, identified by Cooley and Bickel (1985),

in implementing DOERwas that of clarifying information needs.

According to Cooley and Bickel (1985):

early stages in the dialogue involve identifying the
information needs of the client and selecting research
strategies for obtaining the needed information in a
timely fashion. . . the researcher should work hard
at understanding the information needs of a primary
client, and the policy and organizational context of
these needs. (pp. 25-27)

One of the features of this evaluation, that differed from

the ideal notion of a client-orientation as discussed by Cooley

and Bickel (1985), was that the primary client chose to withhold
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some of the policy questions and issues from the researcher. The

researcher as an inside evaluator and administrator for the non-

traditional university academic program was immersed in the organiza-

tional context of this study. By not sharing all the policy questions

and issues, the primary client hoped to eliminate possible researcher

biases and to illuminate all program effects--unintended as well as

intended. As a result, the researcher was dependent to a greater

extent on the primary client for determining what data and types of

analyses would best answer his information needs.

Another issue regarding the use of employees for the evaluation

is related to the focus and selection of research activities. In-house

researchers, generally, are in less of a position to say "no" to

requested research tasks than are outside evaluators. The primary

client recognized difficulties with using employees as evaluators,

stating in his interview that he would only use an employee as an

evaluator if the research tasks were part of their regular work load.

In this study, the researcher conducted the evaluation, while perform-

ing her normal work duties and doctoral research.

The Methodologically Eclectic ApQroach

The researcher gained an understanding of the information

needs of the primary client through their discussions and their joint

creation of questions to get at the broad areas of concern the

primary client had identified. The primary client and researcher

discussed the research strategies for obtaining the desired data and

workedtogether on the developmentof survey instruments. Together,

the primary client and researcher prioritized the research tasks to

make the methodologically eclectic approach used in this formative
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evaluation manageable, while providing the primary client with data

in a timely fashion.

One difficulty encountered in using an eclectic approach was

the lack of computerized information systems in the university.

Considerable time and energy was spent on data collection tasks that

should have been a part of the university's student information

systems, such as information on enrollment, grades, and test scores.

These descriptive statistics were an important data focus for many

of the concerns the primary client had regarding the program. Had

computerized information systems been available, data collection and

analyses could have been done with greater ease. As Cooley and

Bickel (1985) observed:

databases . . . can put a DOERin a better position to
apply a variety of methodological perspectives to a new
research task. In the instance of the computerized
databases, the researcher is in a position to apply a
variety of analytic techniques to new questions, possibly
without having to gear up for new data activities. (p. 55)

The Role and Training of the Researcher for a

Methodologically Eclectic Approach

The importance of the researcher being methodologically

well-versed in their approach is an important feature of DOER. In

order to be methodologically eclectic, Cooley and Bickel (1985)

recommendedthat, "While a single researcher cannot be an expert in

all methods, some exposure, and perhaps more importantly, an

appreciation of alternative methods is vital II (p. 151). Theprimary

client stressed this as his observed opinion when discussing the DOER

model.

Anderson and Ball (1978), in their discussion on training
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evaluators, felt that the knowledgeand skills that evaluators need

are dependent to a greater extent on the kinds of programs they are

evaluating and the purposes of their evaluation efforts and that a

distinction needed to be made between the skills an evaluator needed

and those he might obtain from outside experts.

In order to use a methodologically eclectic approach, the

researcher must be knowledgeable about several research methods and

have an adequate knowledge of all the research methods with a staff

or available consultants able to utilize the required or desired

methodology.

Cooley and Bickel (1985) also recognized that outside expertise

may be necessary.

In the absence of relevant internal expertise that reflects
multiple methodological perspectives, the educational
system is seriously constrained in its ability to take an
eclectic approach to its research agenda. This problem can
be confronted by contracting for additional expertise. (p. 55)

In this study, the researcher was not an expert in all

research methodologies nor did she have a staff or available consul-

tants to aid in the evaluation. The researcher spent considerable

time trying to learn about various research methods while conducting

the evaluation and this affected the evaluation's timeliness. For

example, had the researcher knownmore about survey research and all

its nuances, the coding of the questionnaire responses would have been

completed sooner if the questions had been designed with ease of data

entry in mind. The researcher also consulted with university experts

in evaluation, testing, measurement, and educational research. The

skills of the researcher were the only prqblem the primary client

noted in using the DOERparadigm. The primary client considered the

--- - -
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researcher's skills in selecting the methodologies used in this study.

For example, analyses were descriptive in nature rather than interpre-

tive or inferential.

The training of program evaluators is a relatively new

enterprise (Anderson &Ball, 1978; Cooley &Bickel, 1985; Cronbach

".

&Associates, 1980). Until recently, evaluators were drawn from a

variety of professions. These disciplinary divisions are yet another

constraint in adopting an eclectic approach. Policy and decision

makers involved in DOER,if acquainted at all with the research

process, may also have methodological predispositions.

Anderson and Ball (1978) surveyed 64 experts in the field of

educational research and evaluation on what knowledge and skills

competent evaluators should possess and howthe knowledge and skills

should be obtained. Descriptive and inferential statistics,

statistical analysis, quasi-experimental and experimental designs

were the most essential content or knowledge areas according to the

44 persons responding. Professional and ethical sensitivity,

expository skills (speaking and writing) and sensitivity to concerns

of all interested parties, were ranked highest amongthe desired

skill areas. The experts favored formal instruction for gaining

competency in the content areas. Supervised field experience was

preferred for gaining competency in the skills area.

Training programsfor individuals interested in using DOER

should include a combination of formal instruction in research

methodologies and supervised field experiences. . Among the re~-earch

methodologies which should be taught through formal instruction are:

experimental and quasi-experimental designs, sampling, survey methods,
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descriptive and inferential statistics, content analysis, trend

analysis, and case study methodology. Students in evaluation should

also have a wide exposure to literature and reference sources used

by evaluators and a knowledge of alternative models for program

evaluation. Computerapplications as they relate to the research

methodologies should be included as part of this formal instruction.

Supervised field experiences should provide students with the oppor-

tunity to serve in a technical role and observe the thought processes

and methods of experienced evaluators. Students should also have an

understanding of howpeople with research expertise can be used as

advisors and consultants for the evaluation.
'I

,i

Continuing education programs for professionals in the field

would prepare them for their role in DOERand increase the utility

of the educational research.

C. DOERfor Decision-Making ahd

Program Improvement

A primary goal of DOERis to provide information that is

useful to decision makers for policy formulation for program

improvement. In this study, two methods were used to determine the

effectiveness and utility of DOERin aiding the primary client in

pOlicy formulation: changes in or the development of program

policies and interviews with the primary client. This section of

Chapter V discusses the use and dissemination of evaluation results

not well versed in evaluation should be developed as well as post-

doctoral courses. Training in the interrelations between evaluation
. I,

research processes and policy analysis for policy and decision makers
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was the

1.

2.

and their impact on the effectiveness of DOERin assisting decision-

making.

The Utilization of Evaluation Results

Cooley and Bickel's (1985) experiences indicated that "use

occurred at a variety of levels in the organization, varying in

degree and types by case, as the result of a variety of contextual

and other factors" (p. 120). Important to their understanding of use

distinction between two broad categories of use:

instrumental use, where observable policy decisions
are made as a direct result of the evaluation findings;

conceptual use, where there mayor may not be an
observable decision made, however, the decision-maker's
thinking was influenced by the evaluation findings.
(p. 119)

Kennedy (1984) observed that

the focus of instrumental use was upon an observable
decision. Conceptual use emphasized human information
processing, in the sense that it is assumed that the
decision maker already has a considerable body of
knowledge before receiving the evidence. The decision
maker interacts with the evidence, interprets its meaning,
decides its relevance, and determines whether or how it will
be used. (pp. 207-208)

The primary client in this study stated that he found the

client-centered approach an aid to his decision-making and he found

this approach to work very well, although the researcher observed no

changes or development in program policy. When the primary client

contacted the researcher by telephone with a specific request for

information regarding the program's workshops, the researcher was

able to provide it. Although no decisions regarding the workshops

have been made to date, the primary client stated that the information

started a chain of events that will culminate in decisions. The
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information had to be available in order to start into motion the

decision-making processes. This is one example of a conceptual use

of evaluation results. Although an observable decision has not been

made, the primary client and other decision-makers' thinking will be

influenced by the evaluation data.

Kennedy(1984) discussed how, through conceptual use,

"evidence can accumulate with other evidence and other sources of

knowledge and ideas to influence future decisions and actions" (p. 208).

The primary client in this study already had a considerable body of

knowledge before receiving the evaluation results. Someof the

evaluation data were used for confirmation of other data or in

addition to other data--another example of conceptual use.

While Leviton and Hughes (1981) found some disagreement as to

the effect timeliness had upon the utilization of the evaluation's

results, timeliness was an important factor in this study. Guba (1975),

in discussing the criterion of timeliness in a good evaluation,

observed:

It has been suggested that evaluation data, like fresh
fish, are very dependent upon timing if they are to have
utility. . . One of the crucial ways in which evaluation
differs from other inquiry processes is in this time
orientation; the search for a scientific law can be
protracted indefinitely, but the search for an evaluation
datum must be time bound. (p. 46)

Cooley and Bickel (1985) also emphasized the critical importance of

timeliness in DOERnoting that, "it just cannot be done with the sort

of relaxed schedule that discipline-oriented research tends to enjoy"

(p. 187).

-- --
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The Dissemination of Evaluation Results

Cooley and Bickel (1985) stressed the importance of dis-

semination as an "integral part of the research process. Dissemina-

tion does not begin with the production of a final written report nor

is it confined to reports II (p. 127).

While Cooley and Bickel (1985) see dissemination as the work

of both the researcher and primary client, the researcher played a

very small role in the dissemination process in this study. Some

dissemination by the researcher did take place early in the evaluation

through periodic updates by the researcher for the primary client.

These updates had several purposes: reports on the progress of data

collection, informal discussions regarding data results, and further

exploration of the research questions. Frequently, additional

research plans were made as a result of these discussions.

Once the data collection phase had neared completion, with the

majority of the data collected and presented to the primary client,

the researcher's part in the dissemination process ended, with the

exception of the additional data analyses completed at the request

of the primary client.

The researcher will not be a part of the dissemination of

data that is expected to occur over the next several months. As the

primary client had indicated in the informal interview, some of the

data will be provided to the non-traditional university academic

program's new Director and other staff memberswith various reports

containing portions of the data written and distributed by the

primary client's office.
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D. Summar~:The Overall Effectiveness of DOER

While this study is different, and perhaps unique in some ways

from other DOERcase studies, it is important in several respects.

This study illustrates the emphasis on a strong client-orientation

and improvement-oriented research. The primary client was accessible,

knowledgeable about educational research, and actively involved in

every step of the research, from the identification of information

needs through the dissemination of findings. The primary client and

researcher were able, through their on-going dialogue, to identify

information needs, select research strategies for the collection of

data and prioritize research tasks. The primary client withheld

some of the policy questions and issues under consideration from the

researcher in order to avoid possible researcher bias and to identify

unintended as well as intended outcomes of the program. Data

collection focused more upon descriptive questions raised about the

program, particularly whowas being served by the program and the

general nature of program operations.

The use of interviews and program documents and the analyses

of various quantitative data illustrate the use of a methodologically

eclectic approach. Documentation data provided useful information

for future innovative efforts related to the improvement orientation

of DOER. The need for computerized information systems cameout in

this research. The lack of these systems hampered some of the

data collection and analyses. A massive effort was required in order

to get basic descriptive statistics to address several of the primary

client's major concerns.

Based on the findings of this evaluation, some key indicators

1

-- - --
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for the establishment of a monitoring and tailoring program are

evident: a certain percentage of incomplete (G) grades could be a

key indicator for a tailoring program concerning the non-traditional

program's courses; a high incidence of academic integrity infractions

could serve as an indicator of testing security problems and a need

for alternative forms of the examinations; low attendance at work-

shops might serve as an indicator for corrective action to be taken

regarding faculty teaching and an examination of program policy and

communications regarding attendance. The primary client's plans for

evaluation data to be used as a basis for further research marks a

beginning of a continuous monitoring program and further research.
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Appendix A

Formal Evaluation Questions

1. MISSION

a. Whatwere the original goals, purposes mission of the program?

(Program documents, interviews with individuals whowere

instrumental in developing the program)

b. If/how did the goals, purposes, mission change? (Program

documents, policies, procedures, interviews with staff

members)

c. Whydid they change? (Program documents, interviews with

staff members)

THE STUDENTS

a. Whoare they?

i . age

ii. academic background

iii. residence (Admissions records)

b. Is this the population originally anticipated in the program's

mission? (Program documents,interviews with program founders)

c. Howmany students were attracted to the university by the

program? (Student questionnaire)

d. Howmany students take off-campus as an alternative to

conventional study and what are their reasons--time constraints,

on-campus offering closed, course not offered on campus?

(Student questionnaire)



e. Howdo students fare in the courses?

i. comparison between on-campus course grades and

off-campus course grades.

ii. G grades and withdrawals for first time students as

opposed to upper level students. Whydidn't they

finish? (Student questionnaire)

iii. Howdoes the grading in off-campus courses compare

with on-campus offerings?

f. Howmany day-college students take NTUAPcourses? Why do

they take them? (Program documents, student questionnaire)

g. What limitations are placed upon on-campus day students

regarding off-campus courses? Why? (Interviews with

Dean of the day college)

h. Howmanyguest students/cross registrations does the

program process? (Program records)

3. THECURRICULUM

a. Workshops. Howdoes their current function compare with the

originally intended purpose? (Program documents, faculty

and student questionnaires)

b. Is there any difference between the grade~performance of

those who attend as opposed to those who don't attend?

(Attendance and grade records)

c. Rationale for the selection of courses.

i. Howare they chosen? Professor owned vs. department

owned?

ii. Howis need determined? (Program office policy)
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iii. Are there schools who would like to have courses

developed? For what purposes, for what population?

(Chairperson questionnaire)

d. Howis the PIC curriculum design model being used? Howhas

the model changed? Is it outdated? (Curriculum specialists

interviewed, interview with PIC model author)

e. Are stand-alone course offerings preferred by students?

Why? (Student questionnaire)

f. Do faculty membersuse program course materials on campus?

(Faculty questionnaire)

Departmental evaluation--should there be one for all new

courses? What implications for the program do departmental

evaluations have? Will offerings drastically drop as a

result? (Chairperson interview/questionnaire)

Howdo we determine majors? Howmany students have completed

an entire major externally? Howmanywould if they were

available? (Program documents, program acquisition policy,

student questionnaire)

Whywas the formal assessment of new courses dropped?

Is formal assessment of the courses by the program necessary?

(Curriculum specialist interviews, faculty questionnaire)

Difference between volume of G grades in courses with a

G grade requirement and courses without? Whichcourses

have more G grades? Why? (Grade rosters, faculty

questionnaire)
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4. THEFACULTY

a. Policies and procedures for the selection of faculty.

(Program documents, chairperson questionnaires)

b. Are all courses taught as overload? (Chairperson questionnaire)

c. What happenedto the faculty oversight committee? (Program

documents)

5. TEST!NG

a. Howmany students are taking examsat the library sites?

Howmanyof these students also take examson campus?

(Program documents, student questionnaires)

b. Packaging of take-home examswith study guides--do departments

know this is being done? (Chairperson questionnaire)

c. Controls and security in the testing system? (Student

questionnaire)

6. MISCELLANEOUS

a. Procedures for contracts--who decides on the amountof

moneypaid? (Program documents, policy)

b. Assessmentof curriculum specialists and their roles as

professionals. (Program documents, curriculum specialist

interviews)

c. Communicationbetween faculty memberand student during

the course. What takes place? Howis it determined?

Timeliness, usefulness of the information? (Faculty and

student questionnaires)
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Appendix B

Summaryof Reports Generated to Primary Client

1. Febrary 4 - Workshop Inquiry. A three-page report which summarized

data, regarding the workshops, found in 13 program documents; the

original Task Force Report, status reports, annual reports, and

internal publications.

2. March 5 - Dean's Interview. A two-page report which summarized

the researcher's meeting with the Dean of the day college.

Questions focused primarily upon the college's policies

regarding their students taking courses through the non-

traditional program and his opinions and perceptions about the

program.

3. April 9 - Administrators' Interviews. A twenty-three-page report

which summarized and synthesized the administrators' re.sponses

to questions regarding program mission, goals and objectives,

populations, recruitment policies for faculty, workshops, and

the faculty advisory board.

4. April 18 - Program Documents. A summary and analysis of 19

program documents, including the original Task Force Reports,

memorandums,internal publications, and one dissertation, were

presented in a twenty-three-page report which addressed questions

related to mission, populations, the faculty advisory board,

and faculty selection.

5. April 21 - Student QuestioD~~ire Data. The responses of 129

students to the student questionnaire were presented in this

report which included the absolute, relative and adjusted
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individual and total grades and percentages for the 116 on-campus

and non-traditional program offerings were presented on separate

charts. Each course was listed by department, course number,

total numberof individual grades, total numberof grades and

percentages. An incomplete (G) grade analysis for the non-

traditional program courses was also provided. Included in this

analysis was the course department, number, title, requirements,

incomplete (G) grade requirement, incomplete grade total, and

incomplete grade percentage.

7. April 30 - Student File Data. The descriptive statistics garnered

from the student files (age, registration patterns, enrollment,

high school QPAs,SATscores, and transfer credits) were

presented through a combination of eight tables and charts.

8. May6 - Faculty Questionnaire Data. The responses of 90 faculty

membersto the faculty questionnaire were presented in this

report which included the absolute, relative, and adjusted

frequencies to the 27 closed questions. Free options and

open-en~ed responses to questions were also provided.

9. May6 - Chairperson Questionnaire Data. The responses of 21

chairpersons to chairperson questionnaire were presented in this

report which included absolute, relative, and adjusted frequencies

to the survey's 13 closed questions. Free options to the questions

were also provided.

frequencies to the 32 closed questions. Free options and open-

ended responses to questions were also provided.

6. April 29 - Course Comparison and Grade Analysis Data. The
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10. May 6 - Faculty Status. A report regarding the payment method

(i.e., overload), years of teaching through the program, and

employmentin addition to the university, was provided for the

120 faculty members teaching through the non-traditional

university academic program.

11. May 12 - Data Summary. A six-page report, which presented a

summaryof findings from the administrators' interviews,

program documents, questionnaires, and student file data, to

answer questions related to mission, population, workshops,

curriculum, evaluation, and testing.

12. May 29 - Student Profile - A twenty-one-page report which

synthesized and analysed the descriptive statistics from the

student file data, questionnaire data, program document, and

interview data, to provide a depiction of the non-traditional

university academic program's current student population.

(See Appendix C.)

13. June 2 - Course Comparison and Grade Analysis II. Based on the

primary client's requests, the grade distribution information

presented on April 29 was presented together and a summary

and highlights were provided based on the data.
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Appendix C

The Non-Traditional Student: An Anallsis

A. Introduction

Students are a very important part of the Non-Traditional

University AcademicProgram (NTUAP). NTUAPis a service unit that

enables schools and departments in the University to externalize

their courses. The students are those of a particular school who

choose to take a course or series of courses externally rather than

on campus. While there are no NTUAPstudents, the original mission

of NTUAPwas to provide educational opportunities to persons not

reached by conventional means. The term NTUAPstudent is used in

this report to refer to students who have taken one or more NTUAP

courses. The program was geared towards a particular student

population. One of the central focuses on this evaluation is the

students. Specifically, we set out to determine whether today's

NTUAPstudent population is the sameas the population originally

anticipated in the program's mission and discussed in the program

documents. Areas examined, to determine who the students are,

included: age, academic background, residence, reasons for coming

to the university, and reasons for taking NTUAPcourses.

The following analysis is based upon student questionnaire

data obtained from 129 NTUAPstudents and upon student file data

obtained from 260 NTUAPstudent files.

B. Demo9!!Qhics

According to the program documents, the average age of NTUAP

students was 33. Data gathered from the student files revealed that
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the largest percentage of students was between 31-35 years of age

(see Table 1). The questionnaire data (see Table 2) found the highest

percentage of students (7.6%) to be 30 years of age.

The program documents stated that most NTUAPstudents were

employed, married, and had engaged in some form of post-secondary

education before coming to the university. Our data found 80% of the

students employed, 44% married, and 66.5% had some college credits

before coming to the university (see Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6).

Fifty-seven and nine-tenths percent of the students had a

high school quality point average (QPA) within the range of 2.6-3.5

(see Table 7). Twenty-two percent of the students received a score

within the 951-1050 range on the Standardized Achievement Test (SAT)

(see Table 8).

The majority of students (65%) reside within

C. Course Taking Patterns and Completion Rates

As Tables 9 and 10 illustrate, the majority (82.7%) of NTUAP

county.

students are enrolled in the college and were attracted to the

university by the college (59.7%).

While an examination of the student course taking patterns

over a three-year period reveals that the greatest amount of credits

taken by NTUAPstudents are the college course credits (see Table 11),

63.8% of the 129 students who responded to our survey (see Table 12)

took between 1-3 NTUAPcourses last term. Table 13 shows 50% of the

students took between 1-3 on-campus courses last term. The program

document data, reported earlier, stated that 71%of NTUAPstudents

were taking NTUAPcourses exclusively. Our findings revealed 13%or

34 of the 260 students studied took only NTUAPcourses.
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TABtE 1

HTUAPStudent Ages
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TABLE2

Student Ages

Number of
A9L Students Responding Percentage of Students

64-58 2
1.6

52-49 2
1.6

48-47 3
2.5

46-45 4
3.3

44-43 8
6.8

42-41 10
8.4

40-39 5
4.2

38-37 9
7.6

36-35 7
5.9

34-33 6
5.1

32-31 8
6.7

30-29 16
13.5

28-27 4
3.4

26-25 11
9.2

24-23 10
8.4

22-21 11
9.3

20-19 3
2.5
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TABLE3

HTUAPStudents' Transfer Cred! ts
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TABLE4

Quartile

Credits
FreguenCl

96-100 1

91-95 0

86-90 4

81-85 0

76-80 3

71-75 4

66-70 2

61-65 7

56-60 10

51-55 7

46-50 8
Q3 --+ lies within this interval

41-45 12

36-40 15

31-35 12

26-30 16

21-25 16

16-20 15

11-15 14
Ql -7 lies within this interval

6-10 17

0-5 11
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TABLE6

A Histogram Representing the Distribution
of the Credits Transferred by 174 Students
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TABLE7

NTUAPStudents' High School Quality Point Average. (QPA)

QPA
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TABLEB

HTUAPStudents' Stand.rd Achievement Test Scores (SAT)
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TABLE9

College or School Where Students Enrolled

Numberof Percentage
Students of Students

Colle School Enrolled Responding Respondinq
Day College 7 6.4
N"ight College 91 82.7
Nursing 1 0.9
Health Related Professions 4 3.6
Computer Science 1 0.9
Educational 2 1.8
Social Work 1 0.9
MBA 1 0.9

1 0.9
Education 1 0.9

TOTAL 110 100.0

TABLE 10

Office First Contacted for Enrolling at Pitt

Number of Percentage
Students of Students

Ii

Office Responding Responding

IDay College 13 10.1
INight College 77 59.7 ,I
I
INTUAP

25 19.4

I

Branch Campus 4 3.1
Community Si te 3 2.3

IOther 6 4.7

!I1 0.8
TOTAL 129 100.0
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TABLE11

NTUAPStudent Credit Hours

TABLE 12
Number of NTUAPCourses Taken This Term

Number of
Numberof Students

NTUAPCourses Responding

Percentage
of students
Respondinq

o 45

1 50

2 25

3 6

4 1

TOTAL 127

35.4

39.4

19.7

4.7

0.8

100.0

Term Enroll ed 84-1 84-2 85-1 85-2 86-1 86-2

NTUAPCourse Credits 111 141 189 231 534 478

Night College 515 452 689 771 936 820
Course Credits

Day College 124 108 93 97 66 111 -
Course Credits
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TABLE 13

Number of On-Campus Courses
Taken Thi s Term

--

Numberof Number of
PercentageOn-Campus Students of StudentsCourses Responding Responding

1 31 25.0
2 24 19.4
3 7 5.6
4 3 2.4
5 5 4.0
6 1 0.8

Tota 1 124 100.0
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The findings of the questionnaires regarding the completion

of NTUAPcourses are very different from other data we have collected.

The grade distribution analysis, for example, show some courses with

G grade totals as high as 84.6%.

The median for the 116 non-traditional program courses was

43.4%. For the on-campus courses, the high G grade was 71.4% and the

median was 2.2%.

Table 14 shows a high completion rate for NTUAPcourses taken.

One reason for this contradiction may be that the students responding

to the questionnaire are of a certain type--high achievers, self-

starters, more interested in the program, etc. Similarly, 43%of the

students responding to this questionnaire indicated that they attended

all of the workshops. This figure is higher than the 30-40%reported

in other studies.

Fifty-six percent of the students planned on taking more

NTUAPcourses. Timeconflicts (see Table 15) were the major reason

why students indicated they were taking NTUAPcourses, followed by

family responsibilities, a preference for independent learning, and

travel distance. These four reasons were the same reasons given in

the program documents.

The major reason given by students for not taking more NTUAP

courses was that they missed classroom interaction (see Table 16).

Seventeen percent of the students responding listed graduation as

their reason for not takiDg more NTUAPcourses.

While the program documents stated that 50%of NTUAPstudents

could not pursue their education if not for NTUAP,our findings show

between 9% to 26% of the students would not pursue their college

- ----
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TABLE14

A Comparison of NTUAPCourses
Taken and Completed

Number of Taken CompletedNTUAPCourses N % N %
1 29 22.7 25 19.8
2 16 12.5 17 13.5
3 11 8.6 11 8.7
4 7 5.5 5 4.0
5 10 7.8 10 7.9
6 7 5.5 4 3.2
7 4 3.1 3 2.4
8 2 1.6 3 2.4
9 5 3.9 5 4.0

10 4 3.1 3 2.4
11 1 0.8 1 0.8
12 1 0.8 3 2.4
13 1 0.8
15 3 2.3 2 1.6
17 1 0.8 1 0.8
23 1 0.8 1 0.8
40 1 0.8 1 0.8

Tota 1 104 95

N= Number of Students
%=Percent of Students
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TABLE 15

I~hy Students Are Taki ng NTUAPCourses

TABLE16

Reasons for Not Taking More NTUAPCourses

Numberof PercentageStudents of StudentsReason Responding Responding
Too far to travel 33 11.8
Time confl i ct 78 28.9

Family responsibilities 49 17.6

Prefer learning inde-
35 12.5pendent ly

Courses only offered
10 3.6through NTUAPthi s term

On-campus course/s closed 5 1.8

Physi ca 1 1imi ta ti ons 4 1.4

Can take more credits
30 10.8duri ng a term

Other
35 12.5- -

TOTAL279 100.0

Number of PercentageStudents of StudentsReason
Respondinq Responding

No NTUAPcourse offerings 12 18.5interesting to me

NTUAPcourses too
3 4.6di fficult

Difficulty with or unable
9 13.8to complete NTUAPcourses

Missed classroom inter-
14 21. 5action

Other
27 41. 5-

TOTAL 65 100.0
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education without NTUAPcourses.

The primary reason for enrolling at the university for 84% of

the students was to earn a degree. Forty-seven percent of the students

stated they would complete an entire degree through NTUAPif one were

available in their field of study. The majority of students (53%) who

indicated an interest in receiving an entire degree externally stated

that they wanted the workshops to remain the same (see Table 17).

D. The WorkshoQs

Courses offered through NTUAPtypically include three inter-

action sessions, or workshops, during the 15 week term. Several of

the questions asked of students referred to the workshops. As stated

earlier in this report, the majority of students stated that they

attended all the workshops for the course/s they were enrolled in

(see Table 18). The major factor influencing workshop attendance was

the student's schedule (33.5%) (see Table 19). The most frequent

reasons given by students for not attending the workshops were

because of work or another commitmenton Saturday (20.4%) and because

workshops are not mandatory (see Table 20). Students found the

workshops most valuable for meeting with the instructor (42.6%),

clarifying (42.2%) and discussing (41.4%) course material (see Table

21) .
Regarding the length and number of workshops, the majority

(39.8%)of students responded that the length of workshops should be

decreased (see Table 22) with 43.9% of students indicating that the

number of workshops should remain the same (see Table 23). Changes

to the workshops are really dependent on the course said the majority

(43.7%) of students (see Table 24).
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TABLE17

Under What Conditions Students Wish
To Receive Degree Through NTUAP

Numberof PercentageStudents of StudentsConditions Responding Respondinq

If workshops stayed 61 53.0as they are now

I f courses were
24 20.9se If-s tudy

WorkShops offered at
24 20.9other times

Other 6 5.2- -
TOTAL115 100.0

TABLE18

Number of WorkShops Attended

Number of PercentageNumber of Students of StudentsWorkshops Attended Respondinq Responding

Only those required 10 8.1-

All three or four 54 43.5
iii

Only the first 5 4.0
'I.1

First and second 3 2.4

Only the third 41 33.1

No pattern, depends on
11 8.9course - -

TOTAL 124 100.a
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TABLE 19

!~hy Students Attend the Workshops

--- -- ---

Numberof Percentage
Students of StudentsReason Respondinq Responding

If first workshop is good, 20 12.7I attend the others

Depends 'on my schedul e 53 33.5

Depends on the weather 22 13.9

I attend if other students
5 3.2say the workShops are

worth a ttendi ng

If I am having difficulty 17 10.8with the course

If there is a review for
12 7.6the test

.
If I like the instructor 13 8.2

Other 16 10.1
TOTAL 158 100.0
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TABLE 20

WhyStudents Don't Attend the Workshops

Reason

Workshops are not
mandatory

Workshops are not
valuable

Workshops cover same
material as study guide/
textbooks

Material covered in
workshops not tested

Workshop summary notes
tell me all I need to
know

Live out of state

Live far from campus

Work or another
commitment on Saturday
Weather

Traffic

Parki ng

Don't like attending class

Too far behind in my
studies

Physical limitations

Other 11

TOTAL 225

Number of
Students

Responding

Percentage
of Students
Responding

34 15.1

12 5.3

20 8.9

12 5.3

10 4.4

4

17

1.8

7.6

46

26

6

16

2

20.4

11. 6

2.7

7.1

0.9

7 3.1

2 0.9

4.9
100.0



TABLE21

Why Students Find Workshops Valuable

N : Number of Students
% : Percent of Students

i

I-'=-~ -

Rason Very Valuable Valuable Rarely Va1uab 1e Never ValuableN % N % N % N %
Meeting:>ther

12 11. 5 35 33.7 44 42.3 12 11. 5
s tudent

1eeti ng d th
49 42.6 51 44.3 11 9.6 3 2.6

ins truc br

sking qestions 41 35.3 58 50 15 12.9 2 1.7
)i scuss ilg Course

48 41. 4 61 52.6 6 5.2 1 0.9
aterial

:larifyi 9 course
49 42.2 59 50.9 7 6.0 1 0.9

lateria 1

Irovi di n!moti vati on
o keep p with/ 27 24.1 48 42.9 27 24.1 10 8.9onti nue study

upplemerting
24 21.4 56 50.0 25 22.3 7 6.3

ourse ma:erial
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TABLE22

Desired Length of WorkShops

Numberof Percentage
Desired leng th Students of Students
of Worksholi Responding Responding

Increased 13 10.6
Decreased 49 39.8

Remai n the same 31 25.2

Depends on the course 1 0.8

Depends on the instructor 29 23.6
123 100.0
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TABLE 24

HowWorkshops Should Be Changed

Chan~ Workshoes
*

Shorter W.s. more often

Number of
Students

Responding

Percentage
of Students
Responding

10

4

1

1

52

8.4

3.4

0.8

0.8

43.7

Shorter W.s. less often

Longer W.s. less often

Longer W.s. more often

Depends on the Course

They should remain as theyare 40 33.6

Other (see list) 11

TOTAL119

9.2-
100.0*

workshops

---
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TABLE 23

Desired Number of Workshops

Number of PercentageDesi red Number Students of Studentsof Worksho
Responding Responding

Increased
10 8.1

Decreased
4 3.3

Remain the same 54 43.9

Depends on the Course 36 29.3

Depends on the instructor 3 2.4
Not sure

16 -1l:.Q-
TOTAL 123 100.0



E. Summary

In designing NTUAP,the original Task Force recommendedthat

the program be built for people who could not be reached by con-

ventional means. Based on this data analysis, it appears that NTUAP

is serving several populations. Distance may be a problem for the
35% of students residing outside of

county. As many as one-

quarter of the NTUAPstudents indicated NTUAPcourses were necessary

for pursuing their college education. Family responsibilities,

scheduling conflicts and other demandsprohibited many students from
participating in traditional education.

While some of these data coincided with data presented in the

program documents, there were some incongruities as well. Although

the questionnaire and student file findings provide muchuseful

information about the current student populations, more studies are

needed, particularly personal interviews, to better assess and serve
the student populations.
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